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Foreword

Every state has some board, commission or staff that is responsible
in some measure for higher education. These hoards differ greatly in
power, structure, and composition_ -I he development of these boards
was hastened by the implementation of state postsecondary commis-
sion, known as 1202 Commission, provided for in the Education
Amendments of 1972, which in many instances widened the area of
board respon.tihdity from higher education to postsecondary educa-
tion, The postsecondary education community includes proprietary
and vocational schools as wen as two-year, four-year, and graduate
and professional schools. A nimiber of dilemmas have arisen as a
consequence of this centralintion of decision making, including
areas of tension bctween _,,tate boards and institutions and between
executive and legislative branches of government. The uuthor believes,
however, these hoards are ultimately in the best interest or the higher
education communit y. In a period of retrenchment, in which account-
ability, &mike use of hmit_cd resources, and concern with evaluation
are paramount, state hoards, acting in consort with all sectors of post-
secondary education and the public offer the best promise for insur-
ing institutional survival and maintaining the quality of education.
The author, Richard I\L Millard is director, Higher Education Serv-
ices, Education Commission or the States, Denver, Colorado.

Peter P. Muirhead, Director
ERIC/Higher Education
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Overview

A state board of higher Education broadly defined is a board esta-
blished constitutionally, statutorily, or by executive order with at
least some degree of responsibility for planning in :elation to post
secondary or higher education involving at a minimum the senior
public institutions in the state but more frequently with wider re-
sponsibility for all public institutions, and, in a growing number of
cases, for private higher educational institutions as well. While these
boards go back to 1784 with the establishment of the New York
Board of Regents, they are primarily a twentieth century develop-
ment which has accelerated markedly since 1960. Five boards existed
by 1900; 17 by the end of World War 1I; 23 by 1960. Today all
states plus Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa,
and the District of Columbia have such boards. Among the states the
majority of the boards were established during the period of rapid
expansion of higher education to plan for its orderly growth and
development. In 48 of the 50 states these boards are legislatively or
constitutionally authorized. In two they are executively authorized
as state post-secondary commissions in response to federal legislation
(1202) in 1972.*

The boards within the states vary greatly in their power, uct
and composition. Nineteen are consolidated governing boards: 11 for
all public institutions, nine for senior public institutions only. Thirty-
one are coordinating or planning boards. Of the coordinating boards,
17 approve programs for all public institutions and recommend con-
solidated or aggregated budgets; two review but do not approve pro-
grams but recommend consolidated or aggregated budgets; five review
programs and review segmented budgets; one approves programs but
recoMmends formulas, not budgets; two approve programs but have
no budgetary role; five have only advisory planning functions. In 28
states these boards have some responsibility for planning for private
as well as public higher education. In the majority of states the mem-
bers of the boards are lay and public. 1n four states they are elected
directly or indirectly, In a few states (5) half or more of the members
are representative of institutions or segments of higher or post-
secondary education, Imi all states the boards have some planning

°Since this manuscript has been completed. the Nebraska legislature has esta-
blished the statutory status of its postsecondary education commission.



function. A number of additional unctions are performed by such
boards in different 'states, including determining priorities in capital
budget requests, development of data bases and management informa-
tion sYstems, management of student aid programs. and administering
various federal programs_ In some states the hoard t elates directly to
institutions, in others to institutional boards. ancl in still others to in-
stitutional boards or combinations of segmental and institutional
boards. In a few states the board and agency have cabinet status. In
eight states, a single hoard is responsible for all levels of education.

The development of state postsecondary education commissions
(1202) in response to the Education Amendments of 1972 has in some
cases tended to complicate the picture. While part of the intent of
the legislation may have heen to recognize, reinforce, and broaden
statewide postsecondary educational planning by the'T boards, be-
cause of representation requirements in the law and the fact that
stales were left to designate, augment, or crea te such commissions, in
some states the response resulted in creation of separate commissions
other than existing higher education boards. The act, in addition to
calling on states to create commissions. changed the universe of coa-
cern from higher education I postsecondary educition and required
the commission., to plan in Ihis wider context_ In spite of federal de-
lays in implementation, all but four states and all eligible territories
responded by esign t ing or creating corni-nis.sions. -Thirty-one smtes
designate or aug umented existing boards. The three states withoutd
boards created commissions by executive order. Nine states created
or designated other commissions where there were existing governing
(6) or coordinating (3) boards. Perhaps the major positive impact of

the commissions has been to hasten broadening of statewide planning
to include the full range of postsecondary education.

While many of the state boards were cr'ated to deal with expansion
of higher education, ihey now face a period of possible contraction,
fiscal stringer-1(Y. and changing ,,cope of issues_ If anything, planning
is even more critical tinder such changed conditions. Areas of tension
continue to exist between boards and institutions on the one hand
and executive and legislative branches of government on the other.
Among the continuing areas of tension are issues of control versus
autonomy, centralization versus decentralization, the changes of
homogenization, and the need for clarification of levels of administra-
tive responsibility. To these must be added the heightened tension
and competition among the segments of postsecondary education in-
cluding concern Atom the relation of vocational education, of pro-
prietary institutions. and of private higher education to state plan-

2
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ning and financing. The 1,SLRS art heightened by a tendency in a
number of states for the executive and legisla;'.ve branches of gov-
ernment to become more actively and directly involved in post-
secondary education decision making. It would seem clear that state-
wide planning- and coordination in some form are here to stay. The
critical question is not whether there will be boards of postNecondary
or higher education, but how in their evolution they can more
effectively serve the needs of studen-s citizens, institutions, and state
governments,

10



Historical Development

Ever) state curren has some board or commission and staff,

either constitutionally cu statutorily proi.ided or cleated by executive
order, whit.h is responsible to ',muc degree for higher education in

the state. However, only five states (Arkansa,., Illinois. fass_chusetts,
New Jersey and North Dakota) use the phrase -Board of Higher
Education- to describe their hiother or postsecondary education
hoards, and the powers and responsibilities among these five vary
considerably, Consequently, the phrase "State Boards of Higher Edu-
cation" is somewhat misleading_ Seven states use the term "Commis-
sion on Higher Education- or variants thereof (Alabama, Colorado,
Connecticut, Indiana, Oregon, South Carolina and Tennessee). Per-

haps the most common term is "Board of Regents" or a vari:int of

this (18 states). IVItile the term -Regents- tends more frequently to be
used uith a :41verning rather than a coordinating hoard or agency,
even this is not a safe rule; four hoards of regents, including the
oldest in the countr. are coordinating rather than governing agencies
(Louisiana, New York, Ohio and Oklahoma). Other terms usod are
Coordinating Board (Minnesota. Missouri and Texas). Trustees
(Main( and Missicsippi). Council (Kentucky, Maryland, Nebraska.
Virginia. 1.Vashington and Wyoming), Board of Educational Finance
(New Mexico), and Board of Governors (North Carolina), In eight
states a single ;,oard or agency is responsible for all education,
although in one state (Idahro the board has two semi-distinct staffs

(one for elementary-secondit education and one for post-secondary
educatican, and in another state the Board of Education consists

he combined Board of Regents and the Board of Public Educa-

tion (Montana), again with two staffs. In Michigan, New York,
Penn,ylvania, and Rhode Island the hoards and staffs are the same
and the commissioner, secretary or chief state school officer and the
higher education executive officer are one and the same.*

'The Florida Board of Education consists of the governor and cabinet and is
winonsible for ail eduotional levels; however, the senior higher education in-
stitutions are governed b!.- the Board of Regents of the State University System,
In South Dakota, a Constitutional Board of Regents governs higher education hut
i5 reVonsible to au overall lieriatiment of Education and Cultural Affairs headed
by a 5ecretary.
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To complicate the picture still further, sinc.L. 1972 even the term
"higher education" no longer is quite appropriate to cover the range
of institutions some of these boards, councils, and commissions bave
in their purview (see chapter 3 and Education Amendments of 1972) .
The majority of these boards also are designated by their governors
as Stz_te Postsecondary Planning Commissions in accordance with
the Education Amendments of 1972. In a few casts boards are vested
by state legislative action and given planning responsibilities related
to public, private, and proprietary education, including postsecondary
vocational education as well as traditional public higher education, In
Delaware, Nebraska. and Vermont, which previously had no statewide
higher education agencies, the Postsecondary Planning Commissions
created by executive order provide the first formal effort in that
direction. In California and New Hampshire reorganization already
was in progress at the time the federal law became operative, so
the new state boards authorized by statute were named Postsecondary
Education Commissions. "

In many ways this is a confused pattern. It is considerably more
complicated than the status of elementary-secondary education among
the states where, with exceptions, there is usually a state board of
education with a commissioner or superintendent of public instruc-
tion as its executive officer. If by "Boards of Higher Education" is
meant boards parallel to boards of education that are responsible
for elementary-secondary education, and have at /east analogous
powers in relation to higher education, tbe parallel at best will be
only appropriate and the differences are likely to be far greater
than the similarities.

The reasons for the dissimilarities are not hard to see. While
boards of trustees of individual public colleges and universities date
from the founding of these institutions. state level boards or com-
missions or councils responsible in some way even for major segments
of public higher education are, with few exceptions, relatively recent
structures. The nineteenth century saw major expansion of elementary
and secondary education, and by the beginning of the twentieth
century most states had compulsory school laws. The need for
developing state departmems of education to ensure some minimum
standards of instruction and to work with the many school districts
in the states emerged early. The higher education situation was quite
different. While the states did respond to the need for preparing

**The State of Washington in July 1975 revised and renamed it
Higher Education the Council on Poauecondary Education-
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elementary all(1 Necondary school te;ithcn hY dcVCloplrig public normal
schools (the first in Massacliusetts as early as 1834), higher education
was provided primarily by private institutions throughout the nine-
teenth and up to the first half of the twentieth century. Further, the
actual college poptilation wa swan in relation to virhar is noir
knossin as the "college-me paptdation----as late as 1000 only 4 Der'
cent of the college-age population attended college (Berdahl 197 /,

08). Postsecondary or higlier education neve-I has been compulsory,
nor mil the hue 1950's has the question of access to it Been a major
concern of state or national governments.

Tbis is not to say, however, that the general movement toward
egalitarianism in frostsemnclary education does not go back far into
this nation's history. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 enjoined the
states to prnyide educational opportunity to their citizens, statMg it
necessary to good goverurnent (cirlenny and Dalgish 1975). Viihile
public as well as private higher education as it began in this
country pnyvided eFssentiall y classical education to future ministers
and law,ers (and thus had from the beginning a vocational tinge),
it was available prinarily to sons of the mote affluent citizens. To
avoid moving out of the (lass leal and aristocratic mode, the Yale

faculty in 1828 dosed the curricia mu for all tinie against the cora
monizing intrusions of moclern languages and the nannal 5cience5.
It was the states and not the institutions that beginning in the 1830's
and 1840's developed norrial schools ta provide teacher& These
schools opened further educational opportunities to a wider range
of citizens than those eligible or able to attend the rnore prestigiotis
private and public colleges. It was the norrnal schools that much later
were to become the teachers colleges, state callers, and regional
universities in the state5.

By far the most important and portentious eVeOt in higher educa
don in the nincieentli century was the passage of the Morrill ',anti
Grant Act during tfic Civil War (1862), noclified and extended in
1890 and 1935. In contrast to the position taken by the Yale facultY.
the Congress saw fit to make land available to the states to establish
colleges for the sons and daughters of mechanics and fanners and
specified that these colleges should make programs available hn
the practical as well as the liberal arts l'hese colleges became the
basis in the latter part of the nineteenth and in the twentiett
century for the developinent of great state universities and universit'Y
systems. Until wcIl into the twentieth county Ilany of them provided
access to postsecondary edtscation to any citi.zen Of their state who
finished high school and could afford to attend:
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In the Itoosevelt years following the great depression the National
'Youth Administration provided college work opportunities to enable
students from financially distressed families to continue college. But
the first great egalitarian move in making postsecondary and higher
education available to a much wider range of citizens was the G.I.
1%11 passed during World War II. Interestingly, the G.I. Bill was
postsecondary and not just higher educational in character._ for it
enabled veterans not only to go to college, but to enter vocational
programs (public, private, or proprietary) and _apprenticeship pro-
grants. While some higher education faculties grumbled that the
influx of veterans would lower the quality of students, this not only
clid not happen but the veterans brought a seriousness to college
education that had not uniformly marked previous college genera-
tions, The veterans found college to be a key to upward mobility,
and most of thon determined that their children also should have a
college education. Nlany of their nonveteran contemporaries also
shared this determination. These children nutde tip the baby boom
of the 1940's and the 1950's and began to move inftt) colleges in the
1960's,

During the tst half of the twentieth century most states, parti-
cularly in the Is fiddle West and West. were developing their public
institutions. Lyman Glen ny has described this development:

extensiNe research programs in the physical and bio
ogtI sciences: provided new services for the farmers, industries and other

sPeciallnterest groups; added professional &hods in new areas such as
oocial work. Public administration industrial relations and municipal
management; itirtiver specialized in agriculture, medkine and dentistry:and
increased course offerings in almost all previously ezisting academic fields
(Glenny i95. p, 13).

the 1950's. enrollments in pub! ic Institutions equaled those in
private institutions.

Well before 1950, 16 sta tes had moved to consolidate the governance
at least of their senior public institutions, and three or four had
developed agencies or boards to coordinate higher educational
development rather titan consolidated governing boards. The oldest
of such hoards going back to the eighteenth century is the New York
loard of Regents (1784). It was established by the first regular session
ef the New York legislature as "The Regents of the University of
the State of New York" to serve as the trustees or governing board
for the reconstituted Ring's College. which became known- as Colum-
bia University, but it was also cmpowered to serve as trustees for
-such 'schools and colleges' as might be established in any other

1 4
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part of the state" (Abbott 1958, p. 14). The law was revised in 1787,
giving Columbia its own board of trustees hut providing supervisory

power to the regents for academies, schools, and colleges -to enable
them to mold the several institudons into a unity that would serve
the best interests of the people of the state a a whole" (p. 14). Thus,
dating from 1787 the regents have at leak been responsible for
coordination and planning for all education beyond the common
school, including public, private, and proprietary. Since the Uni-
fication Act of 1904 and the Education Law of 1910 the regents
have been the policy, planning, and regulatory body for all levels of
education. The board began as a state higher education agency but
was from the beginning the University of the State of New York.
Also at the outset the regents had the "explicit responsibility and

power to make plans and policies for education without regard to
distinctions in public and private control" (p. 21).

Before the turn of the century four other states had established
consolidated governing boards for their public institutions (Nevada
(1864), Montana (1689), Idaho (1890), and South Dakota (1897) ,

even though, as in Nevada, the board started with a single institution.
As institutions were added they were placed under the aegis of the
single governing hoard. Florida in 1885 established its rather unique
Board of Education, which consisted of the governor and cabinet.
This board continues today to serve as the coordinating agency for

all levels of education in the state. The Florida Board of Regents,
State University System, the governing board for all senior institu-
Lions in the state, Was established in 1905 by statute but remains
responsible to the Board of Education. Significantly, all six of the
pre.1900 boards are included in the constitutions of their states.

Between 1900 and 1930 six additional states added consolidated
governing boards (Hawaii (1907) , Iowa (1909), Mississippi (1910),

Alaska (1917), Kansas (1925) and Oregon (1929). Between 1930
and 1950 four more states established governing boards (Georgia
(1931), North Dakota (1939) Rhode Island (1939), and Arizona
(1945) and two states, (Kentucky (1934) and Oklahoma (1941)),

established coordinating agencies. With two exceptions (Iowa and

Kentucky) these boards established between 1900 and 1930 were
given constitutional status.

'The Oregon 5 uu Board of Higher Educanon continues to operate as tlie
governing board For senior institutions in Oregon but in 1963 was included under
the Educatkanai Coordinating Council responsible for coordinating all levels of
education, lo a 19'75 revision in structure and functions, the Educational Co-
ordinating Council has been named the Educational Coordinating Cornasistion_

8
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Thus, between 1784 and the end of World War 11 ( 46)
17 states established central higher education agencies. By far the
majority, 14, established governing boards, with three additional
states establishing coordinating agencies. The 14 states establishing
central governing boards recognized early, as Robert Berdahl points
out, that in periods of rapid gowth

The assumption that lay governing boards [of individual institutions]
would protect the public interest was only partially correct, Although the
lay trustees usually worked conscientiously to avoid wasting public funds .
they were also understandably ambitious for their institutions, 'Thus they
sometimes advanced proposals for expansion and for new Programs which,
taken by themselves, may have been legitimate but which, viewed in
connection with similar proposals from other institutions, constituted a,

,Net of finandal demands and a plethora of program offerings going 'beyond
the states' resources or needs (Berdahl 1971, p. 27).

On the whole these 14 states with central governing boards were
states with comparatively fewer institutions, states without numerous
or large private institutions, states with relatively slow glowth rates
and with limited fiscal resources at the time. Berdabi goes on to
point out that these states

decided to control such premature expansion and proliferation by creating
one single consolidated board for higher education and, at the same time,
abolishing any existing local governing boards where necessary. Some of
these consolidated boardsparticularly in Georgia, Iowa and Oregon-7
moved aggressively to reduce program duplication: in Georgia the agency
founded in the depression year of 1931 eliminated 10 institutions (p. 27).

The majority of states, however, continued to deal with the various
public institutions and their governing boards separately.

The real pressure for statewide coordination of public higher
education began in the 1950's and accelerated in the 1960's. Six
new coordinating boards (three of which have since changed to
consolidated governing boards) appeared during the 1950s (New
Mexico (1951), North Carolina (1955), Wisconsin (1955), Virginia
(1956) , Illinois (1957) and Utah (1959). Utah, North Carolina, and

Wisconsin changed to consolidated governing boards in 1969, 1972,
and 1973, respectively.

The 1950s was also the period when voluntary coordinating ar-
rangements flourished. The upsurge ire enrollments already had begun
and was-aided by an influx of veterans. States were becoming aware of
problems related to expansion and the need for interinstitutional
ceroperation in developing facilities, programs, and plans for expan-
sion both to avoid duplication and to utilize resources effectively.

9
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VVJiat had been normal chonh were becoming state co1lege hat

in some cases had ambitions i1 becoming regional un ersitie. As
as 1938 the American Council on Education bad pubhsJied

volume on Coo/trial/0u a lid Conrdinalion hi 1-17gIter Eduraiion

(March t938). In 1948 the Presidew's Comniion on Higher Eaura-
tion (Higher Eduroviorr for Arneriran Drrnocri,try 1947) recommended
better coordination and planning for higher education. Some pre,,t-

dents of state institutions, recognizing the goqiuing messure for co-

ordination from the states, developed mechanisms for voluntary

coordination. While in some states this amounted to little more than
occasional meetings and ad line agreeme7as, in II states more con-

tinuing means of consultation were estabbshed (Arkansas, California,

Colorado, Illinois. Indiana. Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,

Ohio, and Washington). Since the succ--i.ss of such arrangemerns
depended entirely on the willingness of the presidents and institu-
tions to cooperate, they tended to be viable only as long as the
interests of the institutions, were not of a competing nature. On the
whole, as Lyman Glenny has pointed out, when it did work, vol-
untary coordination tended to preserve the status quo and to be
dominated by the major or largest institution.

dltintary coordination arno g se2f-supported institution bas succeeded
only for short 11cl-it-id3 of tnne lbecause tbe 'feailing state university could
be magnanimous without threat to its dominaer? position. 11-lowever, once

weak colleges gain 112 strengtti, they ungratefully descend upon their big

brother, thus ending volinstari, coordination. This reconstitutes conditions
necessitating formal coordination and regulation (Isfinter 1966, p. 38),

Today. with the possible vestigial exceptions of Nebraska and
Delaware, aD of these voluntary coordinating structures on state

levels have disappeared,
It is no accident that the major period of acceleration in the

development of state higher education agencies and boards coincided

with the most rapid period of expansion of higher education in
the history of this country-4960 to 1970. Although expansion
occurred in both public 4locl private institutions, the public institu-
ions expanded at a far more rapid rate titan the private. But the
prive institutions did expand. Since 1950 they have increased by

300 and their enrollments have nearly doubled, from II to 2.1
million students (Rarnsden 1975).

The major responsibility, however, belonged to the sates for
meeting the demands (or higher education that grew out of the
hcreased college-age population, especially the increned percentage

10
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of this population a ua ly going to college. Between 1960 and 1970
total enrollments, both public and private, increased 126 percent.
from 3,789;000 in 1960/ to 8,581,000 in 1970. Even thrgh not all
students were able to go to the institutions of their first choice, fetw
if any were turned away from higher education altogether for lack
of space during this period. In this time span higher education
expenditures, ediscational and general, rose 207 percent, from just
over $4.5 billion to almost $14 billion, the states being the most
important single source of funds. More than 400 new campuses
were, created by the states, which brought the total of public in-
stitutions to 1,089 (Kerr 1973, p. 33).

The most phenomenal growth during the decade occurred in
community and junior colleges. While junior colleges date back
to the early part of the twentieth century, the concept of a college
within commuting distance of its students, closely related to the
local commnnity, and offering occupational as well as transfer
programs, is largely post World War 11 in origin and development.
By 1959, there were 600 coronaunity ,and junior colleges in existence.

h most of the public ones under state boards of education.
These have increased to over 1,200, 1,000 of which are public, enroll-
ing one-third of all college and university students. Also, in most
states with statewide coordinating boards, the community and junior
colleges now are included under these boards rather than under
boards of education (Glaser 1974, p. 1-2).

With such major expansion it was not at all surprising that
governors and state legislators would create state coordinating and
governing agencies to deal with the tremendous expansion of public
higher education. In fact, the expressed purpose of much of the
state legislation establishing such agencies, was "to provide for the
orderly growth" of public higher education. Governors and legislators.
faced with increasing demands for higher education places, cornti-
lion among existing institutions and systems for furnIs for expansion.
And increasing evidence of the chaos of random gTowth, often
turned to study commissions, after which they acted on the mcom-
rtendations of such commissions to create legislation establishing,
coon linating or governing agencies. In contrast to the period before
1960, almost all agencies or boards created in the 1960's were
coordinating rather than governing boards. By 1970, 47 states had
coordinating or governing hoards, wilt twenty-three new boards
being established' between 1960 and 19ti. Only Nebraska', Delaware,
and Vermont did not create such boards. Although Nebraska and
Vermont have had a series of studies recommending establishment

1 8



of coordinating boards, they have not been able to pass he appropri-
ate legislation.

The 47 boards and agencies vary considerably with respect to the

number of institutions under their purview and in their powers
in relation to the institutions. As of 1970, IS were governing boards
and 29 were coordimating agencies. The Pennsylvania Board of Edu-
cation stands in a somewhat peculiar situation in that it is both a
coordinating and governing board, coordinating for "state related"
institutions, but governing for "state owned- institutions. Among

the current 19 states with governing boards, in six states (Arizona,
Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, and North Carolina) the govern-
ing power of the boards extends only to the senior institutions.*
The community colleges in these states either are under separate
agencies (one) or under the hoard of education (five). Few if any
of the governing boards have any responsibility for postsecondary
vocational education ex, opt to the extent that vocational education

is offered as occupational education in the community colleges
under their control.

None of the states that have established coordinating or con-
solidated governing agencies have abandoned them for a return to
no coordinating or voluntary coordination. While bills to abolish
boards have from time to time been introduced in state legislatures,
the end result usually has been to strengthen these rather than do
away with them_ It there iv a trend, it has been in the direction of
increasing' the role or flower of such boards and in some cases sub-

stituting for a coordinating structure a consolidated governing board
structure. The last state to move from voluntary coordination to a
statutory coordinating hoard was Indiana in 1971. During the late
1960's and early 1970's, _three states that began with coordinating
boards replaced these with consolidated governing boards (Utah
(1969), North Carolina (1972) and Wisconsin (1973)). In the case

of Rhode Island, a single governing board for all of education was
established, and the law was further clarified and strengthened in
1973. The tendency to move from coordinating to governing

structures may not be over; discussions of the possibility of such
moves are going on in other states at the present time.

Since 1970, apart from the changes from coordinating to governing
board structures, 20 states have taken legislative or constitutional

Fknida has a unique situation, in that the board of education is also the en-
ordiaaning board for all of education, whereas the Board of Regents is the
governing agency For wilor institutions.
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action to modify their existing coordinating or governing structures,
and of these changes, with one exception (South Carolina), tne
action has strengthened rather than weakened the respective boards.

Among the questions that are recurrent and persistent are: (1)

What is an appropriate structure? (2) Is the existing structure ade-
quate to meet the needs of the state as perceived by legislators,
governors., institutions and the general public? (3) Can a single
governing agency be more responsive in areas of accountability,
efficiency, and in decreasing duplication, competition, and in-fighting
in the postsecondary or higher education community? (4) Could a
single board for all education be even more effective? While it would
appear that statewide coordination or governance in some form is
here to stay, the probability is high that it always will be open
o reconsideration.

One .final part of the historical picture, which we will return to
later, is the impact of section 1202 in the Education. Amendments
of 1972 that mandates the establishment of state postsecondary educa-
tion commissions by ` ;lion of existing agencies, augmentation
of existing agencies, ov '.,,attion of new agencies. All three states
that had no coordinao.,4A or governing agencies tit that time
Delaware, Nebraska, and Vermontestablished state postsecondary
commissions by executive order. Establishment of these commissions
means that currently all 50 states have state boards or agencies
responsible in some fashion for higher or postsecondary education.

This chapter began with the question, What constitutes a state
board of higher education? For the purposes of this discussion the
broad, pragmatic, and inclusive definition of a state board of higher
education is one established constitutionally, statutorily, or by execu-
tive order within a state with responsibility to some degree at least
for planning in relation to postsecondary or higher education, and
involving at a minirnutn the senior public institutions within that
state.
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Types of Boards

Functions and Powers
In Statewide Coordination of Higher ration, published in 1971,

Robert Berdahl utilized material derived from James G. Paltridge
(1965) and developed a typology of state coordinating boards or
agencies based on the degree of authority exercised by such boards
over all senior public instionkms within the state (Berdahl 1971, pp,

Berdahl's typology serves as an important point of reference
for other investigators in the field. He divided the states into four
categories; (1) states with no coordinating agency; (2) states with
voluntary associations; (3) states with statutory coordinating boards
not superseding institutional or segmental boards, including (a)

boards with majority of institutional members and advisory powers,
(h) boards with majority of public members and advisory powers,
(c) boards with majority of public members and regulatory powers;
and (4) states with a single governing board.

As of 1970, Delaware and Vermont fell under the first category,
With no state agency. Two, Indiana and Nebraska, fell under the
second category of voluntary associations. Twenty-seven states were
in the third category with statutory coordinating boards divided as
follows: two with institutional majorities and advisory powers; 11

with public majorities and advisory powers; and 14 with public
majorities and regulatory powers. Finally, 19 sta es were in the
governing board category.

Since 1970 there not only has been shifting among the categories,
as one would expect, but two of Berdahl's categories (1 and 2) no
longer exist or exist primarily as theoretical alternatives. Originally
irs one of the first two categories, Indiana, as of 1971, now has a
statutory coordinating board, while Delaware, Nebraska, and Ver-
mont have executively appointed postsecondary education commis-
sions. Although the power of these commissions is limited to co-
ordination planning only, they still constitute state boards with
responsibility for planning for all postsecondary education levels.

The disappearance of two categories should not be taken as a
sign that boards in the various states have become homogeneous.
Their powers and functions still vary cons:derably. Also, this variance
raises some question about the helpfulness, except in general terms,
of the subcategories under category 3. A few coordinating boards
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have relatively strong regulatory possers in some areas bitt only
advisory powers or no statutory role in others. For example, in
New York the Board of Regents could be described as having
strong regulatory powers in program approval but no role or a very
minimal one in the budgeting process for public institutions. Even
among the states with governing boards there are significan dif-

ferences in scope and role.
The questions of representation and membership have taken on

additional dimensions. The trend clearly has been in the direction
of public membership. Currently, 25 states have public members
on their higher or postsecondary education boards, In seven other

states all members are public except for student members (three
states) and an ex-officio member or two (five states). In four states
(five including the Florida Board of Education) the members are

elected either directly (Michigan, Nevada, and the Florida Board

of Education) or by the legislature (New York and North Carolina).
In 11 states the majority of members are public. In two states (Ver-

mont and Washington) the membership is divided equally between

public and representative members. Finally, there are three states
in which the majority of members are institutional or representative,

or other than public (Nebraska, New Hampshire, and Wyoming).

The complicating factor is the requirement for representation in the

federal legislation (1202) authorizing state postsecondary commis-

sions. This has led to augmenting existing boards in some states
when the agency serves as the postsecondary commission, creation of

new and sometimes additional agencies in a few states, and rather

novel rationales for utilizing existing agencies that are wholly or

essentially public in other states (see chapter 3). Of growing concern

is representation not of institutions but of women and ethnic

minorities among the public members.
On the question of functions and powers there are three major

areas in which mom_ boards have some responsibility that is either

prescribed by law or developed as policy. These are planning. pro-

gram approval, and budget development. Boards vary from state

to state both in the powers they have fbr carrying out these functions

and in the scope of their applicability. Both the power and the

scope of applicability vary in regard to the functions in question.

For example, a state board may have major responsibilities in the

budgetary process, including recommending a consolidated budget,

and only advisory responsibilities in relation to program approval.

A state board may have statutory responsibility for planning only

for the senior public institutions in the state, and no extension of hs
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planning functions beyond its t;itutory base: or it may have statutory
planning responsibility for the full range of postsecondary education;
or, as a third alternative, it may have statutory responsibility in
some areas but as a matter of policy extend its planning functions
to other areas. Finally, a board may have executive rather than
statutory responsibility for planning in relation to the full range of
postsecondary education, in practice a board may be unable to exer.
cise its full statutory responsibility in any one of these three central
areas._ A board with a relatively restricted or weak statutory base
may through leadership and Policy development extend its influence
considerably beyond what is prescribed by law.

The distinction between coordinating boards and governing boards
s obvious. Governing hoards are legally responsible for the manage-

ment and operation of the institutions under their governance. They
are involved in the development and recommendation of budgets
to the _governor and legislature as well as in budget management and
operational policies after appropriations are made. They generally
are held responsible in post-audit, and have regulatory powers in
relation to internal institutional management and operations in
general. which coordinating boards usually do not have. They deal
directly with presidents and their staffs without other mediating
boards. However, in some multicampus systems, there are "Boards
of Trustees- (North Carolina) or "Institutional Councils" (Utah)
for individual institutions with defined but restricted and/or dde-
gated powers that are not unlike boards of trustees.

Governing hoards differ from each other as do coordinating boards.
Some governing hoards have re,,ponsibilitY for all public institutions,
as in Georgia and Wisconsin, and some for senior institutions only
(e.g., Arizona and Kansas). In some states their planning responsi-
bilities extend beyond the scope of the institutions they govern.

At the same time there are clear differences between governing
hoards and coordinating hoards: however, in relation to particular
functions the distinctions arc not always crystalline. Internal budget-
ary management is a governing board function, but the Board of
Regents in Oklahoma (a coordinating board), while not involved in
internal institutional budgetary management, not only prepares a
consolidated budget but receives a lump sum appropriation that it
allocates to the state institutions. In Tennessee the Higher Education
Commission does have the post-appropriations function of insuring
to the legislature that the institutions have followed legislative rules
and guidelines in the use of appropriations.

There would seem to be no simple typology by which boards can
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be grouped to indicate even their statutory functIons and powers.
To gain some indication of the variety of board operations, a series
of variables can be set out to provide a framework for discussion.
In spite of some ambiguities the distinction between governing and
coordinating boards is such a variable. Within each group, especially
within the governing boards, type or range of institutio s governed
is a second variable. If one uses two of the three maj r functions,
program approval and budgetary role, it is possible to develop rea-
sonably helpful distinctions for both coordinating and govern-
ing boards. The third function, scope of planning, does not easily
fit into the other two, although by noting the range of planning
authorized a few significant correlations may emerge. Using these
factors, boards tend to fall into three major groupings, with two
or more subgroupings under each

Table I is divided into the major groupings of governing boards,
statutory or constitutional coordinating boards, and nonstatutory
boards. The first group, governing boards, can be subdivided be-
tween those with governing responsibility for all public collegiate
institutions and those with responsibility for senior institutions only.
The second group. coordinating boards, is arranged in six groups,
ranging from those with authorization for program approval for all
public institutions and who submit consolidated or aggregated sys-
tem budgets, to those with no program review authority and no
statutory role to play in the budgeting process. The third group, non-
stamory boards, is made up of boards or commissions created by
executive order (1202 Commissions) for planning purposes, which
may or may not have other functions but in most cages administer
one or more federal programs. This group is subdivided into those
where there is no other statewide higher education agency and
those where there are other existing state governing or coordinating
structures.

In two states (Alaska and Maine) the planning commissions appear
in the coordinating board categories, even though their governing
boards are also listed in the table. This is because the postsecondary
commissions are statutory commissions with assigned planning and
coordinating functions. In all states except Alaska and Maine, and
in states that have nonstatutory hoards, except for the four states
that have no postsecondary education commissions (1202), the regular
state higher education agency either as it is or as augmented by
additional representation has been designated the state postsecondary
education commission.
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1: Slate Co nating and Governing Boards

ng Omura
A. Program approval and consolidated or aggregated budget
All public institutions (11)

I. Alaska Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior. community college and povtcondary vocational edu-
cation

2. Georgia Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior and mummify college

3, Hawaii Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior, community college and postsecondary vocational edu-
cation

4. Maine Board of Trustees (Note: Does not include Maine Maritime
Academy or five vocational technical institutes under the Board of Education)
Planning: Public senior and community college

5. Montana Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior and community college

6. 74;evada Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior and community college and postsecondary vocational
education

7. North Dakota Board of Higher Education
Planning: Public senior, community college and postsecondary vocational
education

. Rhode Island Board of Regen (Note: Includes all public education in
the state)
Planning All of education, public, private and proprietary (as 1202 com-
mission)

9, Utah Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior. community college, postsecondary vocational educa-

tion, private and proprietary

10. West Virginia Board of Regents
Planning: Public Senior and community college

IL Wisconsin Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior and two.year learning centers

B. Program and consolidated or aggregated budget
Senior institutions only (7)

I. Arizona Board of Regents
Planning: Public renior

2. Florida Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior

3. Idaho State Board of Education (Note: While the board reviews and
recommends programs (or community colleges, it does not have approval au-
thority. State support of community colleges is a.:rmined by formula.)
Planning: All of education, public. private and proprietary (as 1202 com-
mission)

'Does not include three comniunitv college that are locally autonomous.
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4. Iowa Board of Regents (Note; The Regents have joint statutory re-
sponsibility with the State Board of Public Instruction to annually approve
aid for the area schools and community colleges . and in this context play a
minor role in community college budgets.)
Planning: Public senior

5. Kansas Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior

6. Milsiselppi Board of Trustees
Planning: Public senior

7. North Carolina Board of Governors
homing: Public senior, community college, postsecondary vocational educa-

tion. private

8. South Dakota Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior (no community colleges in South Dakota)

11. Coordinating Hoards

A. Program approval for all Public instio,tions and recommend coniolidated or
aggregated budgets (17)

I. Colorado Commission on Higher Mutation'
Planning: Public senior, community college. posuecondary v ational educa-
don and private

2. Connecticut Commission for Higher Education
Planning: Public senior community college postsecondary vocational educa-
don, private and proprietary

S. Illinois Board of Higher Education
(Note: While the Board proposes an aggregated budget, each of the five seg-
ments submit budget bills to the legislature.)
Planning: Public senior, community college and private

4. Indiana Commission for Higher Education
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecondary vocational education
and private

5. Kentucky Council on Public Higher Education
(Approval limited to graduate, Professional and community college programs.)
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecondary vocational education

7. Massachusetts Board of Higher Education
Planning: Public senior and community college

8. Missouri Department of Higher Education
Planning: Public senior, community college. Postsecondary vocational educa-
don and private

9. New Jersey Board of Higher Education
Planning: Public senior.. community college, postsecondary
don and private

10. New Mexico Board of Educational Finance
(Program approval, graduate programs oaly)
Planning: Public senior, community college poatsecondary vocational educa-
tion, private and proprietary

vocational educa-

°Does not include four community colleges that are locally based.
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11. Ohio Board of Regents
Planning: Public senior community college, postseconda v socational educa
tion and private
12, Oklahoma State Regents or Higher Education (Note: Appropriations
made to the Regents and allocated by Regents among institutions)
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecondary %motional education
and private
11 Oregon Educational Coordinating Commission
Planning: Ali education, public. prisate and proprietary
14, Pennsylvania State Department of Education
(Note: Board also has governing budget management responsibilities fo
owned" institutions [state colleges])
Planning: Public senior. community college, posisecondary vocational educa-
tion, private and proprietary
15, South Carolina = Commission on Higher Education
(Consolidated budget limited to senior institutions)
Planning: Public senior, community t:ollege, postsecondary vocational educa-
tion and private

16. Tennessee Higher Education Commission
Planning: Public senior and community college

17. Virginia Council on Higher Education
(Budget recommendations for senior institutions only.)
Planning: Public senior and community college

B. Program review and recommendation and recommend consolidated or aggre-
gated budget. (2)

1, Alabama Commission on Higher Education
Planning: Public senior, community college and postsecondary vocational edu-
cation

2, Arkansas = Department of Higher Education
Planning: Public senior, community college and private

C. Program review and recommendation. Institutional or segmental budget re-
view and recommendation. (5)

I. AlaAta Commission on Postsecondary Education (1202)
Planning: Public senior, community college. postsecondary vocational education,

private and proprietary

2. California Postsecondary Education Commission
(Note: Budget review consists nf analysis of faculty salaries and costs of in-
struction. Findings available to budget review agencies.)
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecondary vocational educa-

tion. private and proprietary

S. Maryland Council for Higher Education
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecondary vocational educa-
tion, private and proprietary
4. Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecondary vocational educa-
tion. private and proprietary

5. Washington Council on Pos secondary Education
Planning: Public senior, community college and private
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D. Program approul, all public institutions. Institutional budget riiew but
recommend formulas, not budgets, to governor and legislature (1)

1. Texas Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecondary vocational edu-
cation and private

E. Program approval, all public institutions. No statutory role in budgetary
process. (2)

I. Michigan State Board of Education
(Note: The Michigan Board of Education can advise on financial require-
ments of higher education institutions, but iL does not have die statutory
authority to review and recommeild institutional budgets_ Its role in program
approval has recentl) been ruled by the courts to include mandator) review
and recommendation for approval or disapproval
Planning: Public senior, community college. postsecondary vocational educa-
tion and proprietary

2. New York Board of Regents
Planning: All education public, private and proprietary

F. No program review authority. No statutory role in budget process (3)

1. Maine Postsecondary Education Commission
Planning: Public senior. community college, postsecondary vocational educa-
tion, private and proprietary

2. New Hampshire Postsecondary Education Commission
Planning: Public senior, community college, postsecundir oratinnal educa-
tion and private

3. Wyoming Higher Education Council
Planning: Public senior and community college

111. Nonstatutory and nonconstitutional board5created by executive order.
Planning functions but no program approval or budgetary functions.

A. States with statewide postsecondary education commissions only (1202) (3)

I. Delaware Postsecondary Education Commission
Planning: All postsecondary edocation (public, private and propri ary)

2. Nebraska Coordinating Council for Postsecondary Education
Planning: All postsecondary education (public, private and proprietary)

3. Vermont Higher Education Planning Commission
Planning: MI postsecondary education (public, private and proprietary)

B. States with postsecondary commissions (1202) in addition to existing govern-
ing or coordinating boards (8). All eight have planning responsibilities, all
postsecondary education public, private and proprietary.

Alabama Postsecondary 1202 Commission
Arizona Commission for Postsecondary, Education
Florida State-Planning Council for Post-High School Education
Georgia Postsecondary Education Commission
Kansas Legislative Educational Planning Committee
Kentucky Commission for Postsecondary Education
Mississippi Postsecondary Education Planning Board
`1"exas Governor's Advisory Cominittee on Postseconilary Educational Plan-
ning
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There ar t II umber ul 1actor to he noted about the table. Fir
the table is based upon reports 1) the higher education agencies in
the states And reverified by these Agencies (Berve 1975. pp, 297-352)

It may in %orne cases reflect the Agencies' interpretation of the law
i..ther than the exact ssurtliit of he law_ Second, it would seem
clear that in some few ItlstaflcCs the prescin political and academic

situation inhibits the board horn catrying out its full statutory

responsibilities,
Third, the powers. functions, structures and titles of boards are

subject to legislative i.hange And any table at best reflects a current
moment. Since the structural survey published in Higher Education
in the Stalcs in July of 1975, three states, Minnesota, Oregon and

Washington, have adopted new laws modifying the functions and
powers and changed thc names of their agencies_ In addition, Maine
has Adopted legislation making its postsecondary commission

statutory. These changes are reflected in the table.
Fourth, perhaps of more importance today than authority to ap-

prove new progr:uns is the authority to review existing programs with
recommendations for tlwir discontinuance, The table could and
should be modified to shrni- this when and if definitive information
is available. While the authority of governing boards to discontinue
programs would seem to be (rear, whether the power is exercised or
not it is not as clear at this stage in relation to coordinating boards.
Even among governing board states, a number, such as Georgia,

Idaho, Iowa, Mississippi, Nevada, North Dakota, Rhode Island and
South Dakota. currently do not have procedures for review of exist-
ing programs. Wisconsin has perhaps the most highly developed
existing program audit system and Hawaii is not far behind. Among
coordinating boards New York and New Jersey have well developed
review systems (Barak 1975). In a number of states the issue has not
yet been joined even to the extent of determining whether approval
of new programs carries with it the authority to review existing pro-
grams. As critical as this function is likely to be in the future it is

not sufficiently complete at this stage to be reflected in the table.
Fifth, there are a series of other functions hoards may or do per-

form that are relevant in assessing the scope and power of boards, and
that arc not reflected in the table. We will turn to some of these
shortly, hut it should not be assumed that the table is more than a
rough index. The assessment of the role of a board in a particular
state will need to triclinic additional factors that cannot be in-

cluded in any single table.
In relation to the actual functioning of boards, some boards as a
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matter of polky rather than by spetific statutory requirement have
extended their activities in the three tritical areas to complement
their statutory mandates. Six states (Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Tennessee and West Virginia) by policy include
private institu6ons in the planning process, two (Arkansas and
Idaho) by virtue of their 1202 functions, and four (Kentucky, Mas-
sachusetts, Termessee and West Virginia) because it is essential to
effective planning in relation to their boards mandates to plan for
public institutions. (The Kentucky and Tennessee boards are not 1202
commissions, and the board in Massachusetts involved the private
institutions from its operational inception in 1965). Seven states
(Arkansas, Idaho, Illinois, Missouri, Ohio, Washington, and Wyom-
ing) have extended planning by policy to include proprietary institu-
tions, and three states (Illinois. Kentucky. and Washington) have
also included public vocational technical education. Three states
(Idaho, Michigan, and Wyoming) have extended their institutional
budgetary review: in the case of Idaho to the community colleges,
and in the ca-,es of :fichigan and Wyoming to senior institutions
and community collegesalthough in the case of Michigan the
ability of the Bo-ard of Education to do so has bee;. limited by
court decision. As a matter of policy the Wyoming ,Higher Educa-
tion Council reviews and recommends new prognims both at senior
institutions and community colleges, but it does not have statuto7
program approval. The Idaho Board of Regents as a matter of policy
reviews and recommends new programs for community colleges.

In most of the states where the board plays a strong budgetary
role it also plays an important role in program approval. With the
exceptions of Idaho and North Carolina, the states with governing
boards responsible for senior public institutions also play only the
most restricted role in planning. This helps to explain why in these
states the higher education boards, with the exception of Idaho,

not designated state postsecondary education commissions. There
is no regular pattern with regard to scope of planning responsibilities
in relation to program approval arid budgetary role; however, the
states in which boards have !hinted or no statutory responsibilities
in these areas tend to have broad planning responsibilities. Even
among consolidated governing boards, not only as in North Carolina
and Idaho but also as in Rhode Island, Hawaii and Utah, the
planning responsibilities extend considerably beyond their range
of governance.

Among those functions directly related to planning, program ap.
proval, and budgeting are the development of data bases and mati
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agement information MN,. T- sunit cxliii t all state boards nr

agencies are (on/An-mil with eloping mote adequate data bases.
although the dcgree of aphisticai ton and effectiveness of data collec-

tion and analv,,is yarn-, wnsidcrablv fiom state to state. Robert

Barak (1i:I74) ot the Iowa Board of Regents performed a survey

of the statedevel management information systems for higher educa-
tion. He :Ned three criteria to determine the extent to which states

approximated a hilly developed management information system:
(I) having a formally planned, integrated information system using

information geneated h opetational levels to develop information
mmediateh avail ible and relevant to problems and objectives of

decision makers: (2) utili/ing analytic tools and programs in the
areas of finance, facilities, students, faculty, mmacademic staff, and
academic programs; and (3) having all the utols and programs at a
stage for the in decisim making. Ile found of the 43 states respond-

ing only two (Ohio aii 1eflsicsee) mei the criteria of having
developed state-level management information systems. A number
of other states wen, well along in the development oi these systems

(Colorado, Georgia. Maine, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oklahoma,

Oregon and Washington). Other states were at lesser stages of

development and Lad some tools bur not others, or were in the

process of developing them. There were, however, nine states that

at that time had no management information systems (Delaware,
Idaho, Louisiana, Missouri, New Hampshire, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Vermont. and Wyomingthis is not to say that boards in

these states did or did not collect information, but rather ':.hat it

was done in terms of an integrated system). Since then the National

Center for Higher Education Management Systems, with a grant

from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, has been working with a

number of states to develop such information-base systems.

A second function closely related to planning and budgeting de-
velopment is delineating priorities in capital budget requests. Nine-

teen of the governing-bp:11d states and seventeen of the coordinating-
board states recommend capital budgets to the governor and Iegisla.

ture. While this might not be as critical a function in the mid-1970's
as it was during the period of expansion in the 1960's, it is still
of major importance not only in relation to new construction but

in renovation and modification of existing structures.
A third additional function is management of student aid pro-

grams. In 27 states the coordinating or governing board also serves

as the student aid agency. However even in some of those states,
such as Illinois, Penns!...lvania and New York, Where the student
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aid agency is separate from Ore state board of higher or postsecondary
education, there usually is a high degree of cooperation between the
board and the student aid agency. Given tire present climate of
federal student aid programs. and the need for cloSer state and
federal cooperation in this area, most states have recognized that
including plining for student aid is integral to effective statewide
plannirr7.

In at 1east 24 .,itates the state higher edatcation agency also
administers two or more federal programs. including Title I, Con-
tinuing Education and Community Service (22 states) , Title IV,
Undergraduate Equipment (24 states) , and Title VII, Higher
cation Facilities (24 states). This does not include states where the
state postsezondary education. Commission (1202) is separate from
the state higher education hoard and has been assigned these
functions. In some states, for example New jersey, these programs
have been adtninistered by the state board either from the inception
of the program or from the inception of the board, The Education
Amendments of 1972. while not mandating consolidation of federal
program adminkzration encourage further movement in this direc -
tion,

Finally, as an additional function, the responsibility for anYaoriz-
Mg, app-mving, chartering. or licensing new degree.granting institu-
tions rests with the state higher education board in 21 states, In 11
states this respoosibility rests with the state board of education,
and in five other states with separate agencies. The picture across the
country is uneven. Thirteen states have no approval or licensing
agency for degree-granting institutions at the present time (Ap-
proaches To State . 1975, p, 66-70). However, with increasing
concern about consumer protection in postsecondary education, this
is a function that is likely to become progressively more important
and it is one area in which sonic uniformity among the states would
be highly desirable,

Structures
A number of st.-uctural issnes, such as representation on boards

and, in the case of governing hoards, Ole types of insti norms for
which the board is responsible, have been covered in the discussion
of functions and powers. There are, however, a series of structurit7
issues that need comment. At the outset it should again be said
that each state structure is unique and reflects historical and other
differences among the states. An adequate discussion of structures
would require a state-by-state analysis. The Education Commis-
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siori of thc `Itmr, ill o;riinn with N,itioiial Ccnter for Higher
Edmation Managenufm sstcm,. will soon peblish Mdividual stale
Profiles that will help to nievt this need. It is possible here to

indicate some of the ate:is in which there :Ire signifirstilt difference
or trends.

We have indi ihat vitIi the exceptions of 'orth Carolina
and Utah. where there arc trikfecs or touncik for the individual
lflStlttttlC)fls, most gor,ertung hoards work directly wah tice multiple
institutions under their aegis. Among tomdinating hoard states the
situation varies hom state to state. In some st;ttes -_1ft coordinating
board deals primarily with what can be described as iPmental
boards, as in Califoini:,. (..onnet ticirt, Illinois, Louisiana. Mas-

sachusetts. Minnesota, Missouri, Oregon. and Tennes,ee. In Cali-
fornia, for example, the thtee segments, each of which includer
multiple institutions, are the Board of Regents of the University
of California, the Board of Trustees. California State University and
Colleges, and the Board of Goveluors, Calitornia Community Col-
leges. In most of these states the maim. university has its own board
but is itself a multicanums system. In other states, such as Virginia,
New Mexrco, New .fersey and Arkansas, the board deals with boards
of trustees of individnal institutions rather than systems, even though
some of these institutions may be unilticampus. In a third group
of staes the situaiion is mixed, with some individual institutions
and some rmillicampus systems. as in Ohio. Oklahoma. Sonth
Carolina, Texas. Washington and Colorado.

One in.sue of toncern in a number of legislatures is the matter of
proliferation of boards. Some legislators and governors argue that
such proliferation is unnecessary, costly, anti results in dispersion
of authority and reduced accountability_ This is an argument fre-
quently made for moving toward a single, consolidated governing-
board. On the other hand, a strong case can he made that individual
hoards of trustees are far more likely to be responsive to needs of
individual campuses and help preserve within a coordinated system
the leeway or functional autonomy commensurate with academic
responsibilities and initiative (Millett 1975).

One area that has appeared to be particularly complex
relation of community college systems to statewide governing and
coordinating boards. In a number of states community colleges began
under the auspices of state boards of edncation and in the initial
stages seenn.d more closely related to secondary education than to
senior collegoe instillitions. They were and are in most cases more
closely related to local communities and are designed to meet local
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community needs. In the majority of states community colleges re-
ceive tax funds from their local communities as well as from
student fees and from state government. However, in about 10 states
community colleges are almost entirely state funded (Wattenbarger
and Starnes 1973, p. 58).

As community conege systems developed they became progressively
more identified with higher education and less identified as extensions
of secondary education. This is because (1) currently in the majority
of states the community colleges fall under the state higher educa-
tion boards or agencies; and (2) because in an inci-easing number
of states all or a major share of the funding comes from the state.

Currently there are only six states (Arizona, Florida,* Iowa,
Kansas, Mississippi and North CaroEna) where community colleges
do not fit into the higher education coordination or governance
structure.** To these six must be addcd the three states with
planning commissions only (Delaware, Nebraska, and Vermont). In
the six states where the community colleges do not fall within
purview of the state higher education agency the higher education
board is a governing board for senior imtkutions only. In four of
these six states (Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, and North Carolina) the
community colleges are under the hoard of education, although the
University of North Carolina does have planning responsibilities
that include community colleges. In a fifth gate Florida, the Division
of Community Colleges is a separate but coequal unit within the
Department of Education along with the Board of Regents. In a
sixth state, Arizona, the community colleges have their own separate
board, the State Board of Directots for Community Colleges. In all
three of the states with postsecondary planning commissions only
the community colleges have their own boards, or, in the case of
Nebraska, an advisory council.

Among the other states there are, however, a number of variants.
In Alabama, although the Commission on Higher Education is

responsible for coordinating the community colleges with the rest
of the higher educational system, it coordinates through the Alabama
Board of Education, which also serves as the community college
governing board. In Kentucky the community colleges are part of
the University of Kentucky system In some states, for example

°In Florida both community colleges and the Board of Pegents are responsible
to the Board of Education as part of the total state system of education.

With the exception of four states, where some community colleges are sePa-
rate from the state community college system and arc usually under community
control.
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Georgia arid fAlaltot are lit additioti to the state suppor ed
communit colleges some ho ally supported community colleges.
a number of states, such as Pennsylvania, (-lido, and Texas, there
are also two-year branches of the ir ajor universities as well as

community colleges. In Wisconsin, wulie the state university has
14 two-year centels, there are three community or Junior colleges
responsible to the State Board of Vocational, Technical, and Adult
Education. In Texas, while the 52 community colleges are directly
responsible to the Coordinating Council, they also are responsible
to the Texas Education Agency for funding of occupational and
vocational programs. Structurally then, the relations between com-
munity colleges and statewide coordinating or governing boards
vary considerably. The state directors of community colleges have
their own organization. the National Council of State Directors of
Community and Junior Colleges, and the titles of the directors re-
flect this divergence.

This SitliatiOn in relation to postsecondary vocational technical
education is, if anything. even more complex and confused than it
is in relation to community colleges. The problems in vocational-
technical education are complex. Community colleges frequently
offer more than 50 percent of their prmams in occupational educa-
tion: yet many states have vocational technical institutes and area
vocational schools, in some cases degree-granting. Often these in-
stitutes and schools are under boards or bureaus of voc4ional educa-
tion that either are the state board of education or are /ocatt:!d within
them (L . The presence of federal funding, including funds set aside

ocational education through bc ards of vocational
aggravate the situation and lead to jurisdictional

for postsecortdar
education, tend
problems.

In the eight states with single hoards for all of education these
problems should be minimized. In the one state where the state
higher education agency is the board of vocational education, Hawaii,
the problem for postsecondary education does not exist. The prob-
lem tends to be minimized in the three states with separate boards
of vocational education, which include representatives of Nath higher
and elementary-secondary education (Indiana, Washington, and Wis-
consin). Colorado has solved the problem by creating separate staffs
for their community colleges and occupational education. The State
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education is in-
cluded under the coordinating agency but is responsible to the board
of education for coordination of secondary vocational education. In
many of the other state lines of responsibility are less clear, and the
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potential for conflict is considcr blc slcGttinnes s I975a). The crea-
tion of state postsecondary commissions has to some extent alleviated
many problems in some states but has by no means resolved them.
Among the major stumbling blocks to establishment of such com-
missions was concern over division of responsibilny in vocational-
technical education.

Among the most important issues in relation to state higher or
post-secondary education board structure and effectiveness is the
character and quality of the executive officer and staff. This has
been noted bv almost every commentator on state coordination and
governance over the period of the last 20 years. Since it is the
executive director whose responsibility it is to see that the board
receives appropriate information, who recommends to the board
priorities and policies, and who interprets board actions to institu-
tions and the afficers of state government, the quality and personality
of the director, including how he -is perceived and the confidence in
which he is held by the educational and political communities,
frequently is crucial to the success or failure of the board itself, Not
only have Lyman Glenny (1959 1966: 1971a), Robert Berdahl (1971)
and others stresF,ed the importance of salary and position for the
director, but the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education recom-
mended:

That states resica the funding levels of their coordinating agencies to de-
termine if the tevel permit attention to the broader funcions of co-
ordination or only to those minimum dittiec legal1 y. required of the
agencies.
Thai ALItt,5 take steps to nttrarr Oaff members of the ability, stature, and
sensitivity required to ca compIex tasks of the agencies (Car-
negie Commission V971, m 30).

Often the importance of the executive director can be ascer.
tained by the salary paid in relation to that of a ranking uni-
versity president. Other indicators of status are how the executive
director is chosen, the size and quality of the support staff, and
whether the director has cabinet status in the executive branch of
government. The development of state secretaries of education and
cabinet status for postsecondary education boards and agencies have
important implications for educational institutions and structures,
since these are completely different concepts of administering educa-
tion in the states (see Harcleroad 1975, p, 6). Cabinet status has the
advantage, at least in theory, of assuring direct communication with
the governor and closer articulation with related departments. It can
be a disadvantage if it isolates the postsecondary education board
from the legislature,
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State Postsecondary Education Commissions

Until recently the federal role in higher and postsecondary educa-
tion has been minimal with three exceptions. The first major excep-
tion was the Morrill Land Grant Act of 1863, which became the basis

for the development of many of the leading sate universities and
university systems of the country and broadened the concept of

higher learning to include the practical as well as the liberal arts.
The second was the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 which reasserted the
federal interest in vocational education begun by the Morrill Act.
This was a unique piece of legislation in that it provided funding
in perpetuity for categorical vocational education programs (Bender

1973 p. I), It was primarily aimed at secondary education and its
significance for postsecondary education was not realized at the time.

Among other things it established separate organizational structures
at federal, state, and local levels. The third was the G.I. Bill of
World War 11 and its subsequent updatings. It should be noted
that the G,I. Bill was not designed to help institutions of higher
education but to aid and reward returning veterans for service to
the nation.

Beginning with the mid 1950s federal interest began to change
rapidly and radically. More federal legislation affecting higher edu-
cation was passed from that point to the present than in the entire
history of this country. The landmark pieces of legislation included
the National Defense Education Act of 1958, the Vocational Educa-

tion Act of 1963, the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963, the
Higher Education Act of 1965, the Education Professions Develop.

ment Act of 1967, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968,
the Health Manpower Act of 1963, and the Nurse Training Act of
1964, among others. The government was in the business of higher
education support and direction through categorical programs and

was there to stay. At the same time it had become even more in.
volved in elementary-secondary education, particularly through the
Elementary-Secondary Act of 1965.

There was, however, a striking difference between the government's
mode of involvement in elementary-secondary education and in

higher education. To a major extent federal programs in elementary-
secondary education not only recognized the stme role but operated
through and were designed to strengthen the state departments of
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education. In contrast, much of the legislation affecting higher educa-
tion was written without reference to the state roles and responsi-
bilities except in automatic appropriation distribution formulas_

The difference in approach is illustrated in the National Defense
Educaton Act of 1958. Each of the titles or parts of the Act primarily
concerned with elementary-secondary education was to he ad-

ministered through the state education agencies. In contrast, none of

the provisions relating to higher education made any reference to
state higher education agencies. Interestingly, the original House
of Representatives bill for the Act did contain a provision for a state
scholarship program, including a requirement for a state commission
and plan, hut this was dropped in the final Act. Only 23 states
had such agencies at the time, yet the pattern continued throughout

the 1960's.
There were exceptions. The most striking was in the Higher

Education Facilities Act of 1963, which was to be administered
through a state agency. The langnage read as follows:

sec. 105 (a) any state desiring to participate in the grant pmgrain under
this title shall designate for that puutose an existing state agency which
is broadly representative of the public and private institutions of higher
education (including junior colleges and technical institutes) in the state,
or, if no such agency exists, shall establish such a state agency, and submit
to the Commissioner through the agency so designated or established -

a gate plan for such participation.

The wording is significant, and in fact served as the initial model
for the state postsecondary education commission's legislation de-
veloped in 1972. Beyond the facilities act (to become Title VII of
the Higher Education Act of 1965), the Higher Education Act of
1965 recognized the state role in four additional programs: Title I,
Community Service and Continuing Education, which required the
states to "designate or create a state agency or institution- with
special qualifications in the area of solving community problems;

Title II, Part A, College Library Resources, required institutions
receiving grants to periodically inform the appropriate state agency
(if any) concerned with all higher education institutions in the
state; Title VI, Part A, Equipment for Improvement of Under-
graduate Instruction, required an administrative and planning agency
of the same kind as that required under the Higher Education
Facilities Act; and Title IV, Part B, the Insured Loan Program,
provided for state loan insurance programs on condition that they

be administered by a single state agency. Apart from these, however,
there was little or no recognition on the part of the federal govern-
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ment that bv 1970 ,111 Ina three tates had created their own state
higher education hoards or agencies. and these agencies were engaged
to a greater or lesser degree in continuous statewide planning.

As the decade of the sixties drew to a close and the time began
to aPproach for revision and renewal of the Higher Education Act

965 a number of groups became concerned with a clearer federal
recognition of the role of the states in higher education, The execu-
tive officers of the state higher education governing ot coordinating
boards, even though originally few in number, had met annually
from 1953 primarily to share experiences. By 1967 most of the
states wtre represented in the group and the members became
increasingly c3ncerned with issues of state-federal relations in higher
education. Federal policy and programs were having a major impact
on higher educational institutions in terms of growth, program
development, and categorical financial support. Vet the state boards
and agencies responsible for planning and coordination of state
higher education systems to insure orderly development and effective
educational opportunity within the states were frequently neither
involved in nor informed of federal-institutional programs or ac-
tivities. Accordingly, the executive officers restructured their organi-
zation as the State Higher Education Executive Officers Association
(SHEEO). established a federal relations committee, and became
active in the attempt to insure a more effective federal recognition
of the crucial role the states were playing through state hoards in
planning ancl coordinating higher and postsecondars education at
the state levels.

In 1966 the Education Commission of the States (ECS) came into
existence as a compact among the states concerned with bringing
the political and educational forces within the states closer to-

gether, sharing information on education among the states, con-

sidering policy and polkv alternatives relating to education within
and among the states, and between states and the federal govern-
ment, strengthening education in the states, and making sure that
the states' points of view receive reasonable Consideration on national

levels. In 1969 the Commission added a Department of Higher
Education Services. At the November 1969 meeting in St. Louis, the
Steering Committee of ECS authorized formation of four task forces:
one on statewide comprehensive planning for postsecondary educa-
tion, one on student aid, one on community colleges, and one on
postsecondary vocational education. Among other things, each was
charged with exploring slate-federal relations in the area in question.
The task force on comprehensive statewide planning was chaired
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by Governor Richard Ogilvie of Illinois and inc.uded representatives
of higher educational institutions, state iugher education agencies,

persons in educational research, and members of the political com-
munity. The task force completed its .vork and its report was
adopted by the ECS Steering Committee in March of 1971.

Two passages from the task force report are particularly pertinent.
The fn-st is an introductory statement:

The primary responsibility for effective planning for postsecondary educa-
tion. public and private, rests with the states. The need for such plan-
ning j3 cOnstani. To be effective, it must embrace the full system of post-
secondary educational activitiesshort-term occupational education, com-
munity colleges and technical institutes four-year institutions, and gradu-
ate and professional schods (Education Commission of the States 073a,
p. 1).

The second is the initial recommendation under the section on
federal responsibility:

Recommended: That the federal government make a substantial and con-
tinuing matching (hut not neicsnarily equal) fund commitment to each
state whkh has a legally authorized comprehensive statewide planning
process for postsecondary education, including both public and nonpublic
institutions (p. 1).

All four of the task forces stressed the importance of developing an
effective state-federal partnership in their areas of concern.

The National Governors Conference has tended over the years to
devote its midwinter Washington meeting to state-federal relations.
As the time approached for consideration of what were to become
the Education Amendments of 1972 a special committee on higher
education legislation was set up with Governor Ogilvie as chairman.
The function of the committee was to insure that the new legislation
reflected more accurately the states' concerns and the role and input
of the states in national higher education policy development. The
governors would like to have seen state involvement not only in
planning but in the administration and distribution of most federal
higher education funds. The National Legislative Conference joined
the Governors Conference in urging more recognition in federal

legislation of the states' role in higher education.
Work on the revisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965 began

in the 91st Congress in late 1969 and 1970 but serious movement
toward pamage of the new act waited until the convening of the
92nd Congress in 1971. The bills from each house went to the

conference committee in the spring of 1972. The Conference Corn-
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mittee reached agreement on May 17th The Education Amendments
Act of 1972 was passed and then signed by the President on June
23rd (for a detailed history of the bill and its development see
McGuinness, McKinney and Millard, The Changing of Postsecondary
Education. Denver: Education Commission of the States, 1975,

chapter 1). Senator Claiborne Pell, chairman of the Senate Sub-
Committee on Education, called the Act a landmark piece of legisla-
tion. And indeed it was. Although important parts of the Act never
have been funded and funding has been minimal for other parts, the
total impact of the bill on institutions, states, and students has been
major. The Act literally has changed the ground rules, and, whether
intentionally or not, has redefined the roles and responsibilities of
institutions, states, and the government.

The first and perhaps most important impact of the Act was that
it redefined the universe of federal and state concern with post-high
school education from higher education to postsecondary education.
Traditionally, we have tended to think of the educational system as
being made up of elementary-secondary schools and colleges and uni-
versities. The Act made it clear that this view it totally inadequate.

We suddenly discovered that the number of people involved in education
beyond the high school or over the age of compulsory school attendance
was more than triple the number of students in collegiate institutions.
According to the National Commission on the Financing Postsecondary
Education. 93 million students were in collegiate institutions in 1973,
but in excess of 34 million students (this figure may be conservative) are
engaged in other kinds of postsecondary education. From the standpoint of
statewide planning alone any major shifts among students in different
categories of postsecondary education could radically change concerns for
the types of institutions being planned (Millard 1975, p. 6; National
Commission 1974. pp. 13-18).

This shift has created problems of definition, raised questions in
relation to adequacy of management information systems, and greatly
increased the institutions, agencies, and groups that need to be
involved in the planning process and that are recognizably affected
by state-level planning decisions.

The Act went considerably beyond theoretically changing the
universe. It implemented the change in four ways with direct impact
on the states. First, under Title IV on student assistance it made
students in accredited or otherwise eligible proprietary schools eligible
for student assistance. Second, in Section 140, it established a Na-
tional Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education,
charged to investigate the financing of not only higher education
but postsecondary education also, including the appropriate role for
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the states in funding, and instructed it to report back its findings
and yecommendations. Although the Commission in its final report
dealt primarily with higher education and said little about the states,
its very discussion of the components of postsecondary education
makes it difficult for the state to overlook them in future discussions.

Third, the Act contained a State Student Incentive Grant Program
providing matching federal funds for new or expanded state student.
aid programs. It thtis recognized for the first time the rnportant
role the states are playing in student aid and opened the way for
subsequent discussions of a state-federal partnership in student aid
(not yet fully realized). The program called for a single state agency
to administer state student aid programs. While the program has
been funded at less than authorization, and the authorization level
is low ($50 million), some 49 states and territories have taken part
in the program to date. In addition, it has focused attention on the
importance of including student aid in the general planning process.

Fourth, and more dramatic, Section 1202 of the Act provided
that any state that desires to receive funds under Title X, Part A
(community colleges), Title X, Part B (occupational education), or
Section 1203 (comprehensive statewide planning) shall establish or
designate a State Postsecondary Commission "which is broadly and
equitably representative of the general public and public and private
nonprofit and proprietary institutions of postsecondary education in

the state including community colleges . ., junior colleges, post-
secondary vocational schools, area vocational schools, technical in-

stitutes, four-year institutions of higher education and branches
thereof- (U.S. Congress 1975, p. 432). The Act encouraged but
did not mandate consolidation of other federal programs, in par-
ticular Community Service and Continuing Education (Title I),
Equipment for Improvement of Undergraduate Instruction le

VI), and Higher Education Facilities (Title VII) under the State
Postsecondary Education Commissions. Finally, under Section 1203 (a)
it provided that "The Commissioner is authorized to make grants to
any State Commission established pursuant to Section 1202 (a) to
enable it to expand the scope of studies and planning required in
Title X through comprehensive inventories of, and studies with
respect to all public and private postsecondary education in the
,state, including planning necessary for such resources to be better
coordinated, improved, expanded, or altered so that all persons
within the state who desire, and can benefit from, postsecondary edu-
cation, may have an opportunity to do so" (p. 432-33).

In connection with Title X, Part A, on community colleges, the
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Act provided that the State Postsecondary Commission should
develop a statewide plan for community colleges relating such
planning to planning for postsecondary education as a whole. It also
assigned responsibility for planning for state occupational education
programs under Title X, Part B, to the State Postsecondary Educa-
ion Commissions. Finally, the Act in setting up the Fund for the

Improvement of Postsecondary Education (Section 404) provided
that any grant to an institution under the fund shall be reviewed
by the state postsecondary education agency from that state for
comments before the grant is awarded.

From the beginning Section 1202 was surrounded with contro-
versy. In spite of the fact that the section had been in both the
Senate and House bills (in the Senate bill from the first draft) and
in both original bills was not specifically tied to categorical programs
for community colleges or occupational education, the higher educa-
tion institutional community had paid little attention to it and it
took many of them by surprise. Some representatives of the com-
munity colleges and the vocational education community seemed to
think Section 1202 was an afterthought to enable Congress to get
both bills (community college and occupational education) into the
final Act. Questions were raised in regard to congressional intent
even by some members of the conference committee, who differed
in their interpretation of what they had done. Now that the initial
confusion has settled, it seems clear that the original thrust toward
Sections 1202 and 1203 came from the state higher education boards
and agencies and was based on the premise that the government
should not only recognize and reinforce what the states were doing
in planning but that federal programs should take cognizance of
and utilize the planning operations and capacities already in opera-
tion in the states. Regardless of the particular motives at the time:

--
The genius of the Conference Committee lay in its recognition that plan-
ning for segments of postsecondary education such as community colleges
and occupational education cannot and should not occur in a vacuum, that
it should be integrally related to planning for postsecondary education as
a whole within a state and that such planning should be sufficiently in-
clusive to include private and proprietary as well as public higher
education (McGuinness et aL, 1975, p. 109). e

In spite of unprecedented efforts by Joseph P. Cosand, then Deputy
Commissioner for Higher Education in the Office of Education, to
involve a wide range of the postsecond: -y education community
on consultation in the development of gui, elines and in the imple-
mentation of the Act, the guidelines v el: not released, the Ad-
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ministration refus d to recommend funding for Section 1203 on
the grounds that it would encourage states to seek funding for
Titles X, Parts A and B, and implementation at the federal level
came to a standstill. In April of 1973 the House Special Subcom-
mittee on Education held oversight hearings. Congressman James
O'Hara, Chairman of the Subcommittee, suggested that if the Ad-
ministration refused to take action he could see no reason "why a
state cannot go ahead and establish a 1202 Commission. What do
they need regulations foT?- (Congress 1973, p. 54).

Although Congress had approved use of Higher Education Facili-

ties Administration Funds for establishment of State Postsecondary
Commissions in 1972, the Administration refused to use these funds
for this purpose. Finally, in November of 1973 Congress not only

made funds ($3 million) available to implement state postsecondary
commissions and to phase out the facilities commissions, but through
exchange on the house floor Congressman John Dellenbeck made
clear congressional intent that the funds were to be so used. As a
result the then acting Commissioner of Education, John Ottina, on
the first of March 1974, sent letters to the governors of the states
inviting them to establish State Postsecondary Commissions on the

basis of the law without benefit of guidelines. The governors could
do so by creating a new agency, designating an existing agency, or
augmenting an existing agency to meet the representation require-
ments of the law. (A more detailed analysis of the steps between
passage and implementation is contained in McGuinness et al, 1975,
pp. 51-74). It should be noted that after the Office of Education
had reserved two of the three million dollars for phasing out
facilities commissions, the amount available to any state that first year

was approximately $26,000.
Within the first year, with no guidelines and with no assurance

of funding or implementation, seventeen states had in fact followed
Congressman O'Hara's advice and established state postsecondary

commissions. In most cases these early actions were by executive
order and designated the existing state higher education agency. How-

ever, in New Mexico the legislature expanded the planning scope
of the Board of Education Finance to include all of postsecondary
education. California was in the process of a major reassessment of
its master plan and structure for higher education coordination.
The California legislature replaced the Coordinating Council for
Higher Education with the Postsecondaq Education Commission
designed to meet both state needs and federal requirements. The
California act was passed in 1974 but the bill had been under
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consideration before the Commis 'o , letter implem nting the
federal legislation.

Implementing the commissions did cause problems for a number
of states, Some of the problems arose out of the controversies follow-
ing enactment of the bill among national representatives of interest

groups, and this was reflected in turn on state levels. Because of the

uneasy relations between the higher education community and the
vocational educational community (see chapter two), the vocational
education community was concerned that unless vocational educa-

tion had strong or dominant representation on the commissions,
even though in relation to federal law these new commissions were
planning commissions only, they might lose some of their operational

base. They were matched by some representatives of the higher
education community, who were and still are less than convinced
that vocational education and senior collegiate institutions have very

much in common. The situation was more difficult in states with

governing rather than coordinating boards, particularly where the

governing boards represented senior public institutions only. Part

of the concern related to the question as to whether a governing

board did not constitute an interest group and even if augmented

would not be able to plan objectively for postsecondary education

as a whole. It is not surprising that it is primarily but not exclusively

in states with senior public institutional governing boards -that

separate state postsecondary commissions have been established.

In spite of the problems, however, the surprising factor to most

people was the overwhelmingly positive response to the Commis-

sioner's letter. Forty-three states plus the District of Columbia,
American Samoa, Guam, and Puerto Rico took action to establish
commissions on or before the deadline to receive funding during

fiscal year 1974-1975. One additional state, Alaska, expressed its

desire to establish a commission hut needed to do so by legislative

action that could not take place in time for the deadline. Only six

states (Colorado, Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
and Wisconsin) and the Virgin Islands elected not to establish com-

missions at that time. Since April 25, 1974, Alaska, Kentucky,

Virginia, and the Virgin Islands have established commissions, bring-

ing the total states to 46 and including all other eligible units. The

matter still is under consideration in Colorado and Tennessee.
Technically, 17 states plus the District of Columbia, American

Samoa, and the Virgin Islands have established new commissions:

19 states designated existing commissions; and 10 states, Guam and

Puerto Rico augmented existing commissions Table 2). Table
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Table 2* Options Chosen by States and Eligible Territories in
Establishing Section 1202 State Commissions

Elks ling Aumented
New Agency or Agency or No
Commission Commission Commission Commission

Alabama Connecticut Arkansas Colorado

Alaska1 Floridag Hawaii North Carolina

Arizona Idaho Massachusctts5 Tennessee

California2 Illinois New Jersey Wisconsin

Delaware Indiana North Dakota

D.C. lowa4 Pennsylvania

Georgia Louisiana Rhode Island

Kansas Maryland South Carolina

Kentucky' Michigan Utah

Maine Minnesota Washington

Mississippi Missouri Guam

Nebraska Montana Puerto Rico

Nevada!' New Mexico

New Hampshire2 New York

South Dakotas Ohio

Texas Oklahoma

Vermont Oregon

West Virginias Virginia'

American Samoa Wyoming

Virgin Islands1

o Adapted from McGuinness et aL 1975, pp. 51-74. Original table as of April
1975; updated as of March 1976.)

* *Source: Letters from governors to the U.S. Commissioner of Education and
related correspondence with executive officers of state commissions.

Note:
I Not established in tIme Mr funding during 1974-75.
2 Established prior Co March 1, 1974.
3 Includes all members of an existing bozrd.
4 Higher Education Facilities Commission.
5 Utilizing Board of Higher Educ2tion but staffed by Secreta y of Educational

Affairs.
5 Formerly the State Planning Council for Post High School Eduattion, cur-

rently the Florida Post-Secondary Commission, the commission is responsible to
the Florida Board of Education.
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2 does not give a wholly accurate picture of the telation of existing
state coordinating and governing boards to the postsecondary corn-
missions. By far the majority of the states elected to continue but
broaden the planning functions and perspectives of their existing
state higher or postsecondary education boards and agencies. How-
ever, of the 31 states utilizing existing boards, Iowa rather than
designating the Iowa Board of Regents designated its Higher Educa-
tion Facilities Commission, and Massachusetts, while augmenting
its Board of Higher Education, staffed it as the Postsecondary Edu-
cation Commission not by the Chancellor and his staff but by the
Secretary of Education and his staff. Maine, which began by designat-
ing the augmented Board of Education by executive order, has
more recently (July 1975) passed legislation creating a new and
separate commission on postsecondary education.

The 17 states apparently creating new agencies fall into two groups.
The first group is made up of states in which there is no duplicate
or additional statewide higher education board or in which an
existing governing board for purposes of the Act is included within
the commission. Nevada and West Virginia are cases in point. In
both states the postsecondary commissions include all of the boards
of regents in those states that augmented and utilized their regular
staffs. While the regents for legal reasons could not be augmented
as regents. they constitute the basic commissions and thus are in
effect augmented agencies rather than wholly new agencies. In
three states, California. New Hampshire, and South Dakota plus
the District of Columbia the postsecondary commissions, while new,
were created, as a result of state reorganization, as planning and
coordinating agencies for these states by legislative action prior to
activation of Section 1202. Delaware, Nebraska, and Vermont had
no statewide higher education agencies. In two of these, Nebraska
and Vermont, the commissions were appointed on an interim basis
to develop plans for coordination and planning in these states on
a more permanent basis. The Nebraska commission has developed
and recommended such a plan; although it has not yet been acted
upon by the legislature, the commission has been continued pending
such action.

The second group includes those states in which a new com-
mission was established, although a governing or coordElating board
already existed and continues to exist. Five of these states are
governing board states (Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Kansas, and
Maine) . In one of these, Kansas, the created 1202 Commission is
a legislative committee that was already investigating a possible
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comprehensive planning and coordinating structure for postsecondary
education for the state, and with its new designation it is con-
firming this operation. Postsecondary commissions have been created
in only three states with coordinating boards (Alabama, Kentucky,
and Texas). Initially the Governor of Minnesota created an agency
different from the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board,
but within a year the new commission was abolished and the Higher
Education Coordinating Board was designated the State Post-

secondary Education Commission. In Texas, Governor Preston Smith
designated the TeXas Coordinating Board the 1202 Commission
but his successor, Governor Dolph Briscoe, rescinded the designa-

tion and appointed a separate commission on an interim basis to
review the planning and coordinating structure in the state and
make appropriate recommendations on what the permanent post-

secondary commission should be. Governor Briscoe's decision was
due to a large extent to the peculiar dual and divided responsibility

in TCXaS for occupational education in community colleges between
the Texas Education Agency and the Coordinating Board. Except
in occupational education, community college activities fall under
the coordinating board; even in occupational education the coordinat-
ing commission must approve programs, although they are funded
through the Texas Education Agency. After a year's deliberations,
the Postsecondary Commission recommended that the Coordinating
Board become the permanent 1202 Commission. However, the
Governor has not acted on the recommendation and the life of

the interim commission continues.
In 1975 Oregon, Minnesota, and Washington took legisla-

tive action to change the names and structures of their state boards.
What was once the Oregon Coordinating Council is now the Oregon
Coordinating Commission; the Minnesota Higher Education Co-
ordinating Commission became a Coordinating Board; and what
was once the Washington Council on Higher Education is now the
Washington Council on Postsecondary Education. Interestingly, the
structural changes in the boards in Washington and Oregon in-

volved decreasing (in the case of Oregon deleting) nonpublic represen-
tation, but there can be little question that the name changes re-
flect the 1202 legislation.

Looked at with these qualifications, only nine states (Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi and
Texas) created wholly new postsecondary commissions in place of
existing state higher education coordinating or governing boards.
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Of these, Alabama, Kentucky. and Texas have coordinating boards
while the other six have consolidated governing boards.

The critical question, however, is what difference if any has the
federal legislation and the designation of the majority of coordinating
boards around the country as state postsecondary education com-
missions made? It obviously has not brought about the millennium
nor has it radically decreased the friction where it previously existrs1
between vocational education and the rest of postsecondary educa-
tion. Part of this may be due to the fact that Title X, Part B, never
has been funded.

Because federal funding under Section 1203 for planning was so
low during the first yearhardly enough to pay for one first-rate
plannerit did not add appreciably to the planning capacity of those
boards that were designated commissions nor, unless further sub-
sidized by the states, did it create planning capacity of any magnitude
for states that created new commissions. The Administration's oppo-
sition to any funding not only prior to implementation but in
each succeeding year has hardly created an atmosphere of great
expectations of future funding or of increasing federal use of the
commissions as a basis for strengthening the state-federal partner-
ship in postsecondary education. Nor has creation of the commissions
notably reduced friction between the public and private sectors of
higher education. Recession, increasing costs, reduced state budgets,
and what is perceived to he the plight of private institutions have
tended to heighten the public-private confrontation. While propri-
etary institutions, particularly through their national organizations,
have become more acutely aware and vocal about their role and
contribution on the state level, a number of states have found it
difficult to find a means to involve the private institutions in the
state planning process. The situation for proprietary institutions
has not been helped at the state legislative level by adverse national
publicity in relation to the guaranteed loan program and consumer
protection issues which, whether justifiably or not, have tended to
focus on proprietary institutions. While no state that has instituted
a postsecondary education commission has abandoned it, a few of
the boards so designated have become discouraged over the funding

situation.
Therefore, it might be easy to conclude that, at best, the 1202

legislation was a kind of "noble" experiment that has not succeeded.
This, however, would not only be a premature conclusion but one
that overlooks a series of factors that point in a different direction.
First, it should be pointed out again that no state that has designated
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or developed such a commission has abandoned it. In fact, there is
considerably more to the matter than that. The initial response of
the states before and particularly in answer to the Commissioner's
letter surprised almost everyone, including the Office of Education
and interested observers. Early estimates were that if the legislation
was implemented, possibly between 20 and 30 states would designate
or establish commissions. And yet all but six states responded im-
mediately in spite of the known negative attitude of the Administra-
tion toward both implementation and funding. As noted, two addi-

tional states and one territory developed commissions within the
first year. Also, while commissions could and usually have been
designated or created by executive order, twelve states (Alaska,

California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire,
New Mexico, Oregon, South Dakota, Washington and Wyoming)

have taken legislative action to give statutory basis to the post-
secondary education commission concept. Given the funding ricl

implementation history, it can hardly be argued that the primary
motivation for establishing commissions was receipt of federal funds.
To the contrary, the reaction of the states needs to be seen as a
move impacting upon, contributing to, or reinforcing a process
already underway. From this standpoint, while it is undoubtedly
the case that states and agencies hope for more adequate funding
in the future, it was the opportunity presented through postsecondary
education commissions to review resources, structures, and needs
that encouraged a more comprehensive approach to dealing with
the broadened postsecondary problems faced by the states, and led
to such wide involvement and state action.

Second, while hoards in some states as a matter of policy and in
two (New York and North Carolina) by statute involve the private
institutions in the planning process, and a few boards by policy
include proprietary institutions, designating these boards as post-
secondary education commissions means that in 36 states the scope
of the boards in the planning process was broadened to include not
only private and proprietary institutions but postsecondary occupa-
tional education as well. Thus, by virtue of the federal law and
executive or legislative designation the range of concerns of boards

was considerably widened beyond what previously may have been
limited statutory bases. One result in harmony with congressional

intent is the increased recognition that one can no longer plan
effectively for any one segment of postsecondary education without
taking the full range of postsecondary education into account. This
is a broad assignment and some states have moved more rapidly in
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this direction than others. As already noted this does not mean
that questions of turf and intersystem rivalry have disappeared or
even noticeably diminished. What is significant, however, is that

in most states serious attempts to bring the contending groups
into the planning process are under way. in fact, it probably is

safe to suggest that even if the 1202 legislation were repealed
or superseded, few if any state hoards would or could afford to
return to planning considerations for public institutions only.

Third, in addition to recognizing the importance of involvement
of the various postsecondary sectors in the planning process, many
of the state hoards have taken specific action to help insure more
effective coordination of efforts among the segments. This has
taken various forms: representation of the private, proprietary, and
vocational segments on augmented boards; development of more

effective representative advisory structures; development of con-

ferences or seminars with the various participant groups; develop-

ment of specfal study groups: and in a number of states, broadening
the information base (see McGuinness et al.. 1975, pp. 95-102; 195-

201; 202-208). These efforts have been reinforced on the national
level by studies such as the one by James P. Lyddy who utilized the
Delphi Technique, exploring actual and potential relations between
coordinating boards and private instittitions (Lyddy 1975) . The
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems has,

among other things, (1) held a National Invitational Seminar on
Implications of the Move to Postsecondary Education for Manage-

ment and Information Systems (Postsecondary Issues . . . 1974), (2)

added representatives of proprietary education to its National Ad-
visory Panel, and (3) taken steps to modify its basic tools and plan-
ning documents to include information about proprietary institutions.
The Inservice Education Program of the Education Commission of

the States, in cooperation with the State Higher Education Executive
Officers, has included the question of planning and interrelation
among the various segments of postsecondary education as a central
issue in seminars for state higher education officers, their boards, and
related state officials. The staff of the jointly sponsored project on
Evaluation and Improvement of Statewide Planning is working with
individual states on requests in implementing cooperative planning
with and among the segments of postsecondary education.

Finally, while some states, as noted in chapter two, had con-
solidated other federal programs involving state administration under
their boards of higher postsecondary education prior to the develop-

ment of postsecondary commissions, and some had not and have
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not done so since, the tendency clearly has been in the direction of
such consolidation. In 30 states the state postsecondary commissions
currently administer two or more of these programs, thus improving
coordination among the programs and reducing administrative
structures.

Thus, the development of state post econdary commissions and the
designation of the majority of state boards of higher and post.
secondary education as commissions have had a profound impact
to date. This is the case even though there have been problems. The
impact has been greater in some states than in others and has taken
the following forms:

1. In all states, including those that did not elect to designate
or create postsecondary education commissions, it has increased the
awareness of the scope of postsecondary education and the im.
portance of taking the various segments into account in the planning
process. This includes the recognition that if planning for any one
segment is to be effective, it must be related to total educational
goals and planning for postsecondary education as a whole.

2. It has enabled those states without any state structure for
postsecondary education planning to develop such structures or to
undertake the studies that could lead to them.

3. Even before implementation it encouraged some states engaged

in reviewing their state higher education agencies to broaden the
scope of these agencies and their functions. Since enactment, other
states reviewing their higher education structures have taken this
change in perspective into account and even included the term
postsecondary education in the title of revised boards.

4. In all of those states where the existing board has been
designated directly or has augmented the postsecondary education
commission, it has broadened not only the awareness of the agency
but its responsibility for planning to include the range of post-
secondary institutions and programs as well. New York is an excep-
tion in that it had such responsibility long before the Education
Amendments of 1972 were enacted.

5. In most states it has at /east opened communication between
the state higher or postsecondary education boards and the voca.
tional education establishment where frequently such communica-
tion did not exist before.

6. In many cases it has focused board attention on the problems,
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role, and contributions of proprietary cducation -vithin the states
and nation for the first time,

7. While it has not appreciably decreased tensions between public
and private institutions, it has strengthened the communication and
involvement of private institutions with state boards of higher or
postsecondary education.

8. It has helped to refocus attention of persons in the educational
and political communities on the fact that the basic concern at the
state level should be to provide the range of postsecondary educa-
tional opportunities for students commensurate with their needs,
abilities, and interests, and that this .should take precedence over
the unique concerns of any one group or type of institutions. This
concern is of particulat importance as boards and institutions begin
to plan not for continued growth and expansion, but for retrench-
ment and increased educational efficiency, as well as for serving new
missions and different enrollment patterns.
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Wiles, Trends, and Olrec ens

In 1965 James L. Miller discussed what he considered to be the
core function of coordinating boards, that is, the development of a
comprehensive state system of education beyond the high school,
and was able to say accurately of this core function that:

it involves the ieentification of needs and the development of plans to
meet these needs and there is not a state in the union in which this does
not mean markedly increased appropriations, a steady increase in the
number and quality of programs offered, and in many states . . . the
establishment of new institutions (Miller in Berdahl 1991, p. 261).

Today the picture is very different. The core function may well
remain the same and does involve the identification of needs and the
development of plans to meet them. But in contrast to 1965, there
is hardly a state in which this means markedly increased appropria-
tions or a steady increase in the number and quality of programs
offered. Although overall enrollments have increased during the
current year (1975-76) by 9.5 percent, due, at least in part, to reces.
sion and unemployment of college age students, the prospects for
future enrollment, while varying with the source, are not for further
expansion but at best for holding even, assuming a shift in enroll-
ment in most institutions to older students, and at worst a radical

decline. Regardless of enrollment projections, it is clear that the
traditional college-age population will decline during the 1980's. Even
if there are signs of an upward trend in the birthrate, any increase
will not affect the colleges and universities until after 1990, and the
assumption that there will be such an upward trend may be
gratuitous.

Another trend, quite apart from population changes, is the de-
creasing number of high school graduates enrolled in postsecondary
institutions. This number dropped from a high of 55 percent in
1968 to 48 percent in 1974. The number of men decreased from 63
percent to 49 percent. The number of women has remained more
stable, 49 percent in 1968 to 46 percent in 1974, but from their
peak year of 1971 (50 percent) this is still a 4 percent drop (Froomkin
1976, p. 61). To this must be added the fact that the proportion of
high school graduates relative to the total eligible population in-
stead of continuing to increase, as predicted in the 1960's, not only
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has leveled utl in the 19705 hut has tartecl to decline (Froornkin

1976, p,
The financial picture at this point iS even less encouraging. Costs

not just in higher education but in other areas of interest to state
government continue to escalate. Under recession conditions other

forms of human servico lend to have priority over education. State
revenue surpluses of the early I Fills have in most cases disappeared,

and a number of states (e.g., New York, New jersey, Massachusetts)

are in serious financial trouble. Even if one looks at the period of

surpluses in many states. since the 1960s the trend has been toward
reduced percentages of state general revenue going into education.

These percentages dropped from 53.49 percent in 1969 to 48,90 per-

cent in 1973. While higher education appropriations in percentages
held constant until relatively recently, the percentages have not gone

Up and there is fair indication that they will decrease (Glenny and

Kidder 1974) ,
These developments have been accompanied by executive and

legislative demands for increased accountability, growing concern

over the plight of private institutions, public concern -with over-

production of highly educated human resources, and increased em-

phasis on more effective management. including development of
management information systems to aid in decision making.

Accordingly, the focus or concern in statewide planning, coordina-

tion, and governance has shifted radically from problems of expansion

to problems of contraction, of balance, of more effective use of

resources to meet educational needs, and of accountability com-

mensurate with educational objectives. If anything. the need for

more effective planning and coordination is even more urgent in a

period of retrenchment than in a period of expansion if educational
quality and divenity are not to be sacrificed, and if the real edu-

cational needs of Otizens are to be net This change in focus tends to

make the role of the coordinating or consolidated governing board

more difficult, its members and staffs more vulnerable to institutional,

governmental, and public criticism, and increases tensions between

state boards and the institutions under their purview.
It is the nature of coordinating boards, more so than con-

solidated governing boards, to be in a somewhat untenable position

in good times or bad.

The bnnI operates in a kind of no-man's-land hetweto higher educa-
tion and .state government. Its effectiveness depends ou maintaining the

confidence of both. If the Inord is consiswntly dominated by. or is thought

to he dominated by, the higher educators_ . ., it lose5 credibility in the
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state capitol. Conversely. if the board consiste is thought to
act merely as an arm of state government, the institutions lose the
cooperative spirit. Even though a board may find it 1.irtualli impossible
to maintain a perfect equilibrium between these two forces, balance should
be the goal (Glenny et al., .1971, p. 6).

Even within state government the situation in many cases is further
complicated by too close an identification of the board with the
governor and executive department by the legislature or too close

an identification of the board with the legislature by the governor.
Although there never has been as much money to go around as

all institutions would like, at least in periods of expansion the

positive development of a growing system provides some inducement
to institutions to cooperate with the state board in ensuring a
balanced system. In a period of retrenchment, however, this induce-
ment is gone. If the board is not in constant contact with institutions
and does not involve them as fully as it should in the decision-

making process, or if the institutions concerned with survival are
under major faculty, student, and alumni pressures and internally lose

perspective, it is extraordinarily easy for the board to become the

scapegoat, to be charged with arbitrary and capricious action, and
for the normal tensions to become exacerbated to the point where
political intervention, which may not have the interests of education
primarily in mind, becomes inevitable.

The report of a conference jointly sponsored by the American
Council on Education, the State Higher Education Executive Officer,

and the Education Commission of the States 'on the State Agency
Institutional Interface in December of 1974 addressed this problem
of institutional-ccordinating board reinforcement as follows:

Institutions and educational mctems should cooperate with and reinforce
existing coordinating hoards. Breakdown in coordination tends to lead
either to the development of a single governing mstem OT to direct execu-

tive or legislativ.e control tbrivincing the kadership of large land-grant
institutions and other prestigious universities of this relationship is difficult
since they believe that they have nothing to gain from coordination. Yet
the protection of institutional prerogatives and academic quality may well
depend upon effective planning and coordination, especially in periods of
financial stringency. Movement to a unified gcwerning hoard or to direct
executive or legislative control further constricts the operational freedom

or autonomy of all institutions in the system (The 171.560.6cm and the
State . . . 1975. p. 2).

As important as cooperation between coordinating boards or con-
solidated governing boahls and institutions is, the major areas of
tensions are not difficult either to identify or to understand. Some
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of them have been present from the beginning of such boards: others
are of more recent origin. .111 of them have tended in some ways
to be heightened by the moves necessary toward retrenchment,
consolidation, and curtailment, on the one hand, and on the other
hand by the equally important newer emphasis on including in the
planning process the total range of postsecondary education.

Among these tension areas four stand out as of recurring concern.
These involve the questions of (1) control versus autonomy, (2)

centralization versus decentralization, (3) the danger of homogeni-
zation, and (4) clarification of levels of administrative responsibility.
Almost every investigator or writer on state boards has dealt with
these in one way or another. There is neither the space nor the
time to review the literature and comment on these issues in detail.
However, a few brief comments in relation to each in the light of
the changed state and national -picture are in order.

Few if any persons today would argue that institutional autonomy
is, should be. or could be an absolute. In 1973 the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education pointed out that:

autonomy is limited by laws, by the necessary influence and controls that
go along with financial support, and by public policy in areas of sub-
stantial public concern. Autonomy in these areas is neither possib/e nor
generally. desirable (Carnegie Commission 1973, p. 17).

The commission went on to define the areas in which institutional
"independence" is Cri i cal :

(1) the intellectual, through the protection of academic freedom of ex-
pression and of free choice and conduct of research projects by faculty
mcnihers and students; (2) the academic, through the acceptance of de-
cision making by academic authorities in specified academic areas such as
conduct of courses; and (3) the administrative, through allowing sub-
stantial leeway in handling financial and personnel matters in detail
(Carnegie Commission 1975. pp. 17-18).

The Task Force on Coordination. Governance and Structure of the
Education Commission of the States went further and argued that
"regardless of the form of coordination or governance, institutional
independence or autonomy should be both pursued and encouraged
within clearly defined parameters and guidelines of the state plan"
(Education Corrunksion of the States 1973b, p. 4). The Task Force
went on to say:
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the most cffctive way to avoid direct political interference in an institu-
tion is by developing, through planning and cooperation. the rationale and
structure to ensure that it is meeting bask social and educational needs
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from itti s standpoint, mature nnd effective tilaniing and rrdinatian
Ore the best defenses nf reasonable irisfitutiniial independence, rather than
a threo: to it (Educational Comraimion of the States Ili Sb p 75).

The problem is complicated today by the role state boards are
required to play because of retrenchment when they review programs

for consolidation, curtailment, discontinuance or, where justified,

strengthening. It is a critical area in the institutional state hoard
interface and currently is the point of issue in confrontation be-
tween the Board of Regents and the State University of New York.

It is particularly sensitive because it clearly involves the internal
academic affairs of institutions, areas traditionally the prerogative of
faculty assuming availability of funds. As indicated in chapter two.
apart from Delaware, Nebraska, and Vermont, which have post-
secondary planning commissions only, the boards in every state
except New Hampshire and Wyoming are authorized to undertake
review of new programs, In 38 states the board not only reviews
but must approve new programs. With review of new programs in
a number of states goes the implied or explicit injunction to review

existing programs, and the pressure for doing so is reinforced not

only by curtailment of funds, but by legislative and executive con-

cerns. To date such program review has taken place primarily at
the doctoral level. Robert Berclahl has pointed out

that except for a liiiversity of Wisconsin System review of undergraduate
programs currently underway, and completed reviews in New York and
Visconsin of master programs [New _Jersey should be added], all state

reviews (including New York and Wisconsin) pertain to the level of

doctoral prnKrarns, The universe there is tbe most limited: costs are higlwr:
unemploymmit issues are more dramatic: and quality considerations seem

more amenable (Beulah! I975d, p. 10).

In addition to Wisconsin and New York, graduate program review
has been undertaken or is underway in a number of other states,
including Kansas, Washington, New Jersey, Oregon, Florida, Hawaii,
Louisiana, Nlinnesota, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia and South

Carolina (Barak 1975). The probability is high, however, that such
program review will extend to a wider range of programs in the
future.

Such review does not involve specific course content, which is one
of the essential areas of Independence," but relates rather to degree
programs, some schools within complex institutions, and includes
raising questions as to the fiscal and academic viability of programs,

or at least their priority when cutbacks are necessary. Such review
is and should lie an institutional responsibT y to the extent per-
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ed by the lumling ii uatiolL Inevitably, it becomes a matter of
state board concern it relates to relations among; institutions,
institutional role and scope, and system program balance. including
assurance that high-quality or high-need programs are maintained
and strengthened rather than weakened. It is critically important
that the state hoard work closely with the institutions in such a

process, that the critena for review be developed and understood by
all concerned, and that adequate review and appeal processes be
worked out (for discussion and recommendation of sudi criteria
see Education (ommission of the States 19731r, p. 51; Education
Commission of the States 1975, pp. 3-4: Berdahl I975d; and Barak
1975) . But the fundamental issue related to autonomy, given the
need for retrenchment, is Svhether decisions to consolidate curtail
or discontinue programs should be made by the state board in
cooperation with the institutions or should be mandated by legisla-
tive or executive decree. It would appear that the former is more
in harmony with reasonable institutional independence and preserva-
tion of academic integrity than the latter.

The question of centralization is related to the question of
autonomy but is to some extent distinguishable from it. If there is
any clear trend over the past 16 years, it is toward increased centrali-
zation, meaning increased responsibility and power to statewide
boards. As noted in chapter one. since 1960 five states have moved from
coordinating to consolidated governing boards and some 32 states
have enacted legislation strengthening their state higher or post-
secondary education agencies. That there are dangers in overcentrali-
zation would be hard to deny. Some observers feel that the move-
ment to consolidated governing boards is centralization carried
to its logical extreme, a conclusion in which independence or
autonomy tends to remain primarily for the system and not for
individual institutions (Clenny et al. 1971, chapter one; Carnegie
Commission 1971, p. 29). With increased centralization there is a
danger of increased bureaucracy and rigidity. To forestall such
bureaucracy, Fred Harcleroad has argued for decentralization on
the model of corporate conglomerates or multi-nnit companies (11 ar-
deroad, I975a, chapter 2, I975b).

Quite apart from movement toward consolidated governing boards
and the danger of bureaucracy, the basic need in planning and
coordination for the development of more effective management in-
formation systems tends to reinforce centralization. in his concern
about the impact of management information systems Earl Cheit
has pointed out:
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Power goes with inform _n goes to higher levels in
organizaCen the power to decide and the ractice of deciding goes th
too (Cheit 1973, pp, 20-21).

As decisioas become more difficult and the range of needed infor a=

Lion broadens, there is danger of increased centralization.
There are countervailing factors to overcentralization. Neither

planning nor coordination can he effective for long if the process
does not include the integral involvement of the institutions and
agencies planned for. Library shelves are lined with plans that were
never implemented because they were too abstractly devised. One
of the aims of planning, including planning for retrenchment, is to
develop the understanding and consensus that make implementation
possible, which cannot be done without the participation of units
or institutions for which the planning is undertaken. A state hoard
or staff that overlooks chis basic consideration is headed for re-
placement,

It also should he noted that centralization in relation to ourview
is also frequently accompanied by the recognition of the impor-ance
of decentralization, both for segmental development in the planning
process and for implementation. In the larger states the state board
is likely to recognize that the task is too great to be carried out
centrally even with institutional involvement. In a number of states
the segmental hoards play a critical role in their own institutional

coordination and planning not unlike that suggested in the
llarcleroad model, In addition, a number of states already have

begun to move (with varying success) in the direction of creating
planning and implementation regions within the state. At least nine

states (Connecticut, Illinois. Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, New

York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Virginia) have moved to some
degree in this direction. This may well he a trend that will and
should increase. As long as the central board effectively coordinates
the planning in the regions. such decentralization may mean that
planning and implementation regions within the state. At least nine
devised and will more fully involve them. It should he noted that
in most of these states the regions include private as well as public

institutions.
There is a third alternative to centralization in a state higher

or postsecondary education board that should be a matter of major
concern to the academic community. This alternative would take
planning and coordination away from the levels of a board or
agency primarily responsible for and usually representative of post .
secondary ethication ancl lodge it either directly in the legishtive
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ot exctutite Mani!' iii gittI ument or to planning agency for
ail state aftflirs, where eiltu anon \void(' be viewed as only ;mother
competing priority, Fhe development of :note extensive legislative
and sla budget office staffs atul governors' planning councils means
that if the postscomilat edilianott conumunts is not able to wink
effectively Ivith a post,ecood.n% education imard, this is a feasible

alternative.
Finally, it should he lc( ogni/ed It institutionci and state

mem, that state boards realistic:illy should be given powers om-
menstirati_. with the functions dies- re required to perform. One
cif the major ar2,Innents for substituting consolidated governing
boards fin direct executive or legisht lye intervention is that responsi-
bilks 1. ltided and accountabilii\ is inadequate because the existing
board is unable or does not have the power to deal with crucial

Whm thi) usually mean: is that the board has only advisory
or weak regulators powers and that the institutims are engaged
m power phe,s in end i ti 11,, I he legislanse or executive answer
ma% be oversimplistic, but the threat is real. From this standpoint
it i., in the interest of institutions to suppi and work with a
board of sufficient strength to carry out its hincticins with the public
interest in mind.

Another tension area is the contention that state higher or post-
secondary education boards, through planning and budgetirw, have a
tendency to bring about homogenization of higher and postsecondary
educationto approach budgeting on average cost basis, to flatten
or reduce the strengths or excellence of the flagship institutions, and
to move the system as a whole to an acceptable level of mediocrity.
In periods of expansion state boards in many caws have been
concerned with correcting inequalities within the system. Some-

rnes they were -reated in part to chi just that. In periods cif stringency
there is a temptation to apply cutbacks across the board as the
easiest approach rather than look at the hard questions of quality
and priorities. This has happened. although usually it has not
been by board recommendation but by legislative or executive action.
The general charge that state higher postsecondary education boards
haw engendered or encouraged homogenization can hardly he sub-
stantiated.
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dents in the 50's and early 60's, whim institutions became progressively
selective in their attempts to cops each other (Millard 1975, p_ 10; Jencks

and Riesman 1968)_

The major thrust of coordinating boards has tended to he in the
opposite direction, that is, in helping to define institutional role

and scope and to preserve and encourage institutional uniqueness

and interinstitutional complernentarity. A number of hoards have
taken the initiative in encouraging institutions with less viable pro-

grams to redefine their functions; other boards have encouraged or

initiated development of innovative institution% and programs to

meet new or emerging needs.
Perhaps the most serious area of tension bet e n state boards and

institutions has been the question of level of decision Mal ing.

Who has the responsibility for making decisions regarding variins

issues? There is a rather extensive literature on the subject. Four
tables from four different reports attempt to delineate the pr,!.

rogatives of different components in the system from individio 1

institutions to state governments, including the legislature and execo-

tive, and have a number of features in common. These include a
task force report of the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities (American Association of State Colleges and Universities

1971), the recommendation of the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education (1973, pp. 25-27), the discussion of the issue by Glenn!,

et al. (1971a, pp. 7 and 12), and the discussion of the functions of
coordinating boards in a report by the American College Testing Pro-

gram (Harcleroad (ed.) 1973, pp. 6-7). These are helpful, hut the

crucial issue would seem to be that whatever the structure of

decision making in a particular state it should be clearly understood
by all parties involved. This is not always the case. Perhaps the
clearest statement of the principles involved was contained in the
report of the Task Force on Coordination. Governance and Structure

of the Education Commission of the States (1973):

Crucial to the effective functioning of the postsecondary educational
system, regardless of the specific form of the state agency. is a clear
understanding of the rationale for levels of responsibility for decision
making. Decisions should be made as close to the source of operation as
possible within the framework of planning, the guidelines for operation, the

requirements far information, and the necessary programmatic, budget re-
view and evaluation functions. This encourages rapid response to changing
conditions. Decision makers should then be held responsible for their

decisions (p, 78).

In addition to these four major traditional areas of tension, a
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further a_ has gr lwri out of the expansion oh the concept of
higher education to include t-cccnid:trs education. As noted in
chapter three some of the partners m the postsecondary education
community are less than comfortable With cads other. That there
are major differences between a compleN gradume university and a
vocational-tedmical institute would he hard to denv. The fact that
they have outch in «minion other than preparing suiderns for
(areas might he hard to affmn. On the other hand. community
colleges and vocational-technical institutes have much in common
and frequent!' are competing for the same students and funds.
Also, many of what were primarily state teachers colleges and
some private institutions are moving into tedmical and occupa-

nal programs. State boards, particularly when they are also state
poctseiondan- education commissions. have a dear mandate to con-

:1 the resources represented by postsecondary vocational educa-
tion in planning for postsecondary education. Bmh the problems

,atul the d,unrts in lookinr, cducattonal missions from too restric-
tive a point of view arc summarized in the report of the State
AgencyAnstion ional Interface Conference:

Some problems are ransed because postsecondary education as a concept is
not well understood h the higher education leadership. Suspicion that
the leadership of the vocational-technital educat;on sector ma% he better
tuganued and more powerful politicall prompts the academic sector to
slew their inclusion in -postsetiondar education as dangerons In-
stitutional administrators thelefore tend to endorse the sate alternative of
letting the rotational-technical leaders and the higher education leaders
pursue their separate ieletest. Such policy runs counter to the (intent di-
rection of plannintz and legislation 5CI tint be state and federal govern-
ments (The imti(tlafq . . 1975. p. 2).

It also runs counter to tile hest interests of major segments of the
higher education community. inch:ding, in the long run, the pres-
tigious universities themselves,

In addition to general concern about iil''ilVChIlitlt of siitttoiiil
technical education in postsecondary education. othc
should be noted in the postsccondarv mix are what in some cases
are the growing tensions between puha and private institutions.
As state and fedr al dollars become more resoicted ,nd state concern
about insuring the corn ttutianc r of the private sector grows, some
public instituti ider that arty dollars diverted to the private
sector reduce essential support for the public sector. In turn some
of the private institutions argue that their contribution to public
welfate has not been adequately retognized and that it stuticilts arc
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to have choice as well as access the private institutions either directly
or indirectly should receive larger public subventions. Finally, the
proprietry schools constitute a category by themselves. As businesses

they do not fit into traditional higher education patterns. Although

these schools have developed a far more unified and effective voice

in the last few v!ars than ever before, the inclusion of the proprietary

sector in postsecondary education planning within the states remains
a major problem for some state boards as well as a matter of concern

to other types of institutions.
To the tensions among public, private, proprietary, and voca-

tional education must be added a heightened ,uneasiness among the

sectors of public higher educationcommunity colleges, state colleges
and universities, and flagship institutions. The competition for

funds and students has not alleviated the situation. With the pros-

pects of decreasing "college age- students, the competition has
increased for older students, competition which at times is more
concerned with the numbers game than with deli% erv of educational

services.
While these various tensions increase the difficulties in statewide

board coordination and planning, they also increase its importance.

In spite of what has been a federal thrust toward a "free market"
conceptbased in part on the assuir ption that the structure of
higher and postsecondary education should be determined primarily
by the students and where they take their moneyfew if any states
are willing to go hack to an institutional laissez faire. Because of

restricted funds and the need for maintaining institutional diversity

to meet the variety of student needs, such a laissez faire approach

is neither fiscally nor educationally feasible. The trend is in the
opposite direction and the alternative to coordination by a state
board is direct control of the postsecondary educational system by

executive and legislative mandate. At least with a coordinating struc-

ture the possibility of common planning that involves institutions
for educational as well as fiscal goals is present, Also, institutional

conflicts of interest can be adjudicated in the light of these goals
before they reach the legislature, and a reasonable degree of in-

stitutional independence to achieve educational ends can be preserved

and encouraged.
The kinds of issues with which cooldinating and consolidated

govetning boards are currently concerned covers the range of higher

and postsecondary educational issues facing institutions and the
country today. In June of 1975 James Gilbert Paltridge published

the results of an informal survey of some 40 members and executives
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.ind go:Truing t an la corm
mission and multi-campus I ,ard in tegard to what I Lv considered
to be their principal concerns, issues. and ploblenis. ,./ialysis of the

indicated 34 discreet problem areas ranging from general
problems of budgeting under conditions of level oi decreasing ap-
propriations and inflated costs in issues of state-federal relations on
development of national poll( icc related to higher education
(Pa bridge 107,, pp, 8,-12), While the order varn-d somewhat the list
of issues developed bs Paltridge torresponded closely to the analysk
of issues contained in the annual reports ol the states prepared by
each of the state higher edthation executive officers and published
in If tgher Filuotitjpi in the 'itatt., in filly of 1975_8 This analysis
revealed 98 issues, 3S of which were mentioned °oh once llowever,
the first 30 in order of frequency will give a fair indication of
matters of major concern and action be boards diuring 1974-75 in
the states i'see Table 3).

Man% of rlinse issues anti others Isere tt 1otubnch1e matters of ton-
cern to mosr of the state boar& 1 lowever the signi ficance of the
table lies in the fau that these issues were highlighted in ulatively
short (I to pagel reports on what the executives and (he boards
considered to be the major concerns within their states (hiring the
preceding Year. mong the emergent issues not in the first 30 but
with portent of things to tome were relations to proprietary schools,
state acquisition of private institutions education of senior citizem,

energy, board or agency evaluation, outcomes and c fret tiveness

(performance audit). pricing policy, and competency-based education,
These various issues and others with which state planning, co-

ordinating, and governing boards must deal need to be seen within
the changed context discussed in the earlier part of this diapter.
There can he little tause for hope that we will soon return to a
period of expansion and desclopmcnt, or that the pressures for
accountability. performance audit, and need for conservation or even
contraction of progiains lesoinces. jiurtuttlarl in traditional
higher education area s. will go .iway. The etononly may improve
hut the demographic factors will not. Nor is it likely that changing

t interests toward extended education, career and job related
cation, and ir:olitional programs will

'Thew rrpurls tire published annually in July of each year. An analysis of the
tropic-nes of noun-ewe of kAIWS has been made each i.ear siwc 1971 and a
report of the ;in:Oasis pleseided at the aonual meeting of the State fligner Educa-
tion Executise Oftirecs, As of pils 1975. 13 states hod responded,
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reverse thce1vc. Collet Lite bargaining lias changed and probabiy
will progressively change faculty-administrative relations and even the
role of state boards vis-a-vis institutional boards, legislatures.

governors offices and state labor administrators. While there may
be a major opportunity for development of adult continuing educa-

Table 3 Major Issues of Concern to State Higher Education Agencies
(As Indicated in Annua/ Reports)

Issue
1. Appropriations and Funding
2. Comprehensive and Master Planning

, Student Aid (development or expansion
of state programs)

4. Enrollment Trends
5. State Postsecondary Co 1202)

Status and Operation
6. Private Institutions (relation to, aid for)
7. Community College Development and Change

8. Change in Coordinating and Governing Structure

Frequency
32
27

22

22

21

19
19

is

9. Continuing, Off.Campus and Nclult Education 17

10, Budgetary Review and Budgetary Process 17

11. Faculty Salaries and Benefits
12. Capital Outlay

15
14

13. Program Review 13

14. Medical Edu-..4tion 13

15. Institutional Changes (status, title, etc.) 12

16, Vocational and Occupational Education
17, Collective Bargaining )2
18. Tuition Peee 12

IS, Student involvement in Planning
and Governance

20. Veterinary Medicine 10

21. Accreditation, Licensure and 10

Approval of Institutions

22. Management information ss a (development of) 9

23. Innovative Programs

24 New Programs
25. Tenure and Due Process
26. Dental Education
27. Optometry
28. Graduate Education ant? Icsearch

Athanative Action and Equal Employment
30, Data Processing

Nursing Lineation

"Bracketed items had some frequency of mention.

6 6

7
7
7
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tion and iftI0ii Ic:irt the assumption th;!It this opportunity
can he realized without cUec live statewide planning by 1-;imply opening
the doors of traditional institutions to older students may be a
badly mistaken assumption_ The problem, ol graduate education
are h., inearis solved and probahlv c2fllIoI hc- ,olved hy institutions
separateb, lite problem of Ph.D. overproduction is complicated by
the fact that a decline in Ph.D. production by eveit one-half of the
proiN ted surplus of gladuates will reduce graduate faculty demand
by .lajor proportion,, not only in relation to new faculty but to
existing faculty . and will result in no hiring for the sector as a
whole and probable surpluse, ot 10 to 20 thousuld faculty members
a year (Froomkin 1976, p. 51).

The executive and legislative pressmes toward greater -entraliza-
tion as an answer to the need for greater accountability and more
effective utilization of limited resources are likely to increase. Lyman
Glenny pointed (ut as far hack as 1959 that one of the major
criticisms of statewide governing and coordinating hoards by legis-
lators and executive officers was -dir failure of agencies to eliminate
waste resulting from onnecessary overlap, duplication, and pro-
liferation of instructional and service programs- (Glenn,- 1959, p. 206).
Not cmlv is this criticism still with tic, but it is even more insistent
today and has led to legislatively mandated performance audits.
While Glennv's criticism in 1959 applied primarily to public higher
education institutions, it now applies to the relations of these in-
stitutions to noncollegiate vocational-technical education and even
the relation between -public, private, and proprietary institutions.
There would seem to he three alternatives: one is to strengthen
existing state coordinating hoards and in some cases even con-
solidated governing boards; a second is to move front coordinating
to consolidated governing boards: and the Rind is for the executive
or legislative Fu inches of government to talce over directly the
major functions of audit, control, and decision making for higher
and postsecondary Mora ion. All three alternattv under con-
sideration hy the states.

As a corollary to this, whether the federal legolation amhorizing
Postsecondary Fducation Commissions (1202) continues or not, it
would seem clear that the concept of postsecondary education is
here to stay and that legislative and executite branches of govern-
ment will continue to insist that planning, even financing of higher
education, will have to be seen and carried out in the context of
the total postsecondary educational resources of the states.

Legislative and public concern with what students really rec lye
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in and from postsecondary education and what happens to them after
they graduate is likely to continue and increase. At this point
efficiency, consumer protection, effectiveness, and academic account-
ability tend to come together. The end result is likely to be not
only an insistence on much clearer identification of institutional
role and scope and statements of institutional objectives in relation
to the system, but an increasing demand for movement toward an
achievement or competency-based approach to educational credentials
and accomplishments. This may well include moving away from a
quantitative credit-hour means of determining educational productiv-
ity. It rather c!early is going to mean at the minimum increased
emphasis on productivity with attempts to define quantitatively and
qualitatively what such productivity means.

Closely related to this is an increasing emphasis on evaluation of
faculty, institutions, boards of trustees and the statewide coordinating
and consolidated governing boards themselves. While the latter
always have been subject to annual judgment by the executive and
legislative branches of government through appropriations and
changes in law, concern now is being expressed about development
of more systematic approaches to evaluation. Some effort is being
made to focus attention on the evaluation prob:em (Berdahl (ed.)

1975) . The Education Commission of the Staces in cooperation .vith
the State Higher Education Executive Officers is engaged in a

project on the Evaluation and Improvement of Statewide Planning,
and the Carnegie Council is engavd in an aillitional study of
Evaluation of Statewide Boards.

We seem to be at a point in the history of higher and post-
secondary education in this country at which it would not be difficult
to be less than optimistic about its future. It is clear that many of
the older assumptions and expectations are gone. It is and probably
will continue to be a period of some retrenchment, a period in which
accountability, effective use of limited resources, and concern with
evaluation and results are dominant. It may be a period in which
a number ot institutions both private and public will disappear.
There is a danger that if pardcular care is not taken in planning
and in fund allocati,n, quality of higher and postsecondary educa-
tion can be diminished. If such quality diminuition is to be avoided,
and the end result is to be a leaner but far more effective system
of postsecondary education in the states and the nation, then ef-
fective coordination and planning by state boards in cooperation
with postsecondary institutions would seem essential, and does in
fact need to be stingthened and supported both by the institutions
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and the politital comnumities. The alternatives would seem to be
either a destructIve interinstitutional scramble for survival, which
is not likely to be tolerated by the legislative and executive
branches of state government or the public, or direct intervention
by the political community by default of the postsecondary educa-
tional community itself. It is difficult to see how either ot these
ahernatives would be in the best interests of institutions or of tbe
public in meeting the postsecondary educational needs of citizens
in the last (planer ot the twentieth century.
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paper. Hanover: Consortium on Financing Higher Education, July
1975. HE 007 758. MF-S0.96; HC-52.19.

Southern Regional Education Board. The Changing Face of Higher
Education. Proceedings of the 22nd SREB Legislative Work Con-
ference Atlanta: SREB, 1973. ED 083 938. MF-$0.96; HC-S2.19.

U.S. Congress. Committee on Education and Labor, Special Siibcom-
mittee Education. Oversight Hearings, State Po.stsecondau Edu-
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cation Cornrnission, 93rd Congress, First Se "on. ington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1973.

and Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. A Coin Pi lation
of Federal Education Laws, 94th Congress, First Session. Washing-
ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.

Wattenharger, James L.: Roberts, Dayton 11,: Stuckman, Jeffrey A.;
et al. Coordination of Higher Education: An Annotated Bibli-
ography. Gainesville: Institute for Higher Education, University of
Florida, 1970. ED 040 684. NIF.$0.96; 11C-$2.19.

and Starnes, Paul M. State Funding Formulae for Public
Two Year Colleges. Gainesville: Center for State and Regional
Leadership (University of Florida, Florida State University), 1973,
ED 086 276. N1F-$0.96; HC-$3.63.

Zwingle, J. L. and Rogers, Mabel E. Stale I3oards Responsible for
Higher Ed oration , 1970. Washington: 11.S. Government Printing
Office, 1972. ED 070 370. MF-S0.96; 11C-$10.16.
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1975 Reports Still Available

I. Educational Auditing and Voluntary Institutional Accrediting
Fred F. Hareleroad and Frank G. Dickey

2. Academic Credit for Prior Off-Campus Learning
David A. Trivett

3. Rationales for Experiential Education
Robert F. Sexton and Richard t1.-Ungerer

4. Federal La s. Nondiscrimination and Faculty Employment
Carol Herrnstadt Shulman

5. Emerging Sources of Studen
Samuel E. Kellarns

ntluencc

6. Opportunity Programs for the Disadvantaged in Higher Edu-

cation
Edmund W. Gordon

7. Competency Programs in Higher Education
David A. Trivelt

8. Premises and Programs
Carol Herrnstadt Shulm

a Learning Society

9. Conflict and Collective Bargaining
David W. Leslie

10. Applying the Goals of Student Financial Aid
Jonathan D. Fife

CoPies of any of the tit!e listed above are available for $3 each. To order, write
to the Publications Depart,. , -ritan thsorintion for Higher Education. One
DuPont Circle, Suite 780. Fi'aihi s , O. C. 20076. Payment roust arcornpany all

orders under $15.
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